
 
S5 HISTORY PAPER THREE 

 

 

 THE 1830 REVOLUTION IN EUROPE 
 

The 1830 revolutions were a 2
nd

 set of revolutions that broke out in Europe. They happenedin 

anumber of countries starting with France, Belgium, and Poland, the Italian and German states. 

These revolutions were sparked off by the Julyrevolutionof France against Charles X and then 

they spread to other countries. The causes of these revolutions mainly originate from the mistakes 

made by the Vienna congress men as well as the impacts of the changes brought by the great 

French revolution of 1789. 
 
General causes 
 
The influence of the 1815 Vienna congress;The settlement ignored the forces of liberation and 

nationalism e.g. in France the settlement ignored liberation by restoring the bourbon monarchy, 

in Belgium It ignored nationalism by combining Belgium and Holland to create the kingdom of 

the Netherlands. Besides, the settlement gave a lot of power to Metternich to control and 

dominate anumber of European states e.g. the Italian and German states. This laid a ground for 

the revolutions of 1830. 
 
The un realistic parliamentary systems in different parts of Europe: In many countries and states 

of Europe, the parliamentary system were not fair e.g. the Dutch dominated the parliament,in 

Poland czar Nicolas I abolished the polish parliament, in France Charles X dissolved the 

parliament and ordered new elections by 1830therefore there was a popular demand for 

parliamentary reforms across Europe hence leading to the 1830 revolutions. 
 
The influence of the great French revolution of 1789: The revolution led to the rise of 

revolutionary ideas ofliberty, equality, fraternity, democracy and independence by 1830, many 

people in Europe had learnt and appreciated the charges brought by the French revolution and 

therefore decided toorganize revolutions in order to attain such Liberties. 
 
The unfair constitutional systems in the various countries of Europe:In many countries like 

France and the Netherlands their constitutions had a number of loop holes which contributed to 

the revolutions e.g. in the Netherlands, the constitution only favored the Dutch at the expense of 

the Belgians. In France, it was even worse because Charles X had completelyabandoned the 

constitutional charter of 1814. By 1830 therefore, the popular demandfor constitutional reforms 

led to the outbreak of the revolutions. 
 
The success of the July revolution in France against Charles X led to the outbreakof the 

revolutions in Europe:In July 1830, the French masses revolted against Charles X of the restored 

Bourbon Monarchy and he was over thrown. The overthrow of Charles inspired the oppressed 

people in the various European states like Belgium and Polandto also stage revolutions that 

explains why the one in Belgium broke out in August while that of Poland broke out in 

November. 

 

The weakness and eventual collapse of the congress system; the congress system had been 

established to maintain the achievements of the Vienna settlement above all, it had suppressed 



revolutions e.g. in 1821 in Spain. By 1830 however, the system had been weak an actually it had 

collapsed. The collapse of this system therefore encouraged the nationalists of the various 

European states to organize revolutions because they were aware that they would not be 

suppressed because the congress system had collapsed. 
 

The influence of religion also caused the 1830 revolutions especially in Belgium and France. In 

France Charles Xdisregarded the 1814 character which had ensured freedom of worship and 

introduced religious intolerance by allowing only the Catholic Church to dominate religious 

aspects of France. In Belgium, the Dutch protestants over dominated the BelgianCatholics. By 

1830 therefore this was no longer acceptable hence the outbreak of the 1830 resolutions. 
 

Economic hardships in a number of Europeans states:By 1830, most countries in Europe were 

suffering from massive economic crisis. There were high levels of inflation, scarcity of essential 

commodities among other problems e.g. in Belgium, the masses were unfairly taxed by the 

Dutch , In the Italian and German states, the level of exploitation by Austria was too high and 

this laid ground for the outbreak of the 1830 revolutions. 
 

The influences of despotism/dictatorship by 1830, many countries were living under absolute 

dictatorship. In France Charles X had just declared that ordinances of st cloud where he declared 

totaldespotism, In Poland, the Russian Tsar who was controlling the polish territories was 

extremely despotic to an extent that he arrested and murdered a number of poles whom he 

suspected of having a hand in the death of his father, In Belgium king William- was equally 

despotic especially towards the Belgians. This led to the revolutions. 
 

The rise and role of the intellectuals and revolutionary leaders in the various parts of Europe:By 

1830 a number of nationalists and intellectuals had emerged to champion nationalism in the 

various European states. In France, Adolf Theirs and Lafayette had come up to challenge Charles 

X, in the Italian states, Mazzini and Garibaldi had also emerged to challenge the Austrians 

domination and this led to the outbreak of the 1830revolutions. 
 

The struggle for national independence and unification especially among Belgian, Germans and 

Italians:The Italians and Germans had started a struggle to attain their unification and 

independence during the days of Napoleon however by 1830 they had failed to achieve their 

independence and unification. This therefore forced them to stage the 1830 revolution in order to 

chase away the Austrian domination so as to attain their unification andindependence. The 

Belgians and poles wanted to get their independence. 
 

 

THE 1830 REVOLUTION IN FRANCE: 
 
 

 

It was the 2
nd

 revolution experienced in France. It was organized against the regime of Charles-  
of the restored Bourbon monarchy. It was led by French nationalists like Lafayette, Adolf Thiers 

and Lamartine. It was basically the result of Charles X’s unfair policies in France which forced 

masses into the revolutionary mood. 
 

Causes (Refer to the unrealistic policies of Charles – and the general causes) 

 

1. Desire for liberal reforms  



2. Revival of Catholic Church influence in the affairs of France.  
3. Dictatorship of Charles X (declaration of the ordinance of st. Cloud)  
4. The disbanding of the National Guard.  
5. Mistakes made by the Vienna congressmen 1814 – 1815 

 
6. The grievances of the army  
7. The role of political parties  
8. Influence of the great French revolution  
9. The weaknesses and collapse of Congress system  
10. Economic hardships  
11. Violation of the 1814 Charter  
12. Rise of revolutionary leaders 

 

Effects of the French revolution of 1830 
 

1. Led to the rise of Louis Philip to power  
2. Led to the introduction of the constitutional rule  
3. Contributed to the success of the Greek war of independence  
4. It weakened the influence of Metternich in Europe  
5. Exposed the unfairness of the Vienna settlement  
6. Le to the loss of lives  
7. Led to the collapse of the congress system  
8. Led to the destruction of property  
9. Inspired the outbreak of other revolutions in other parts of Europe 

 

THE 1830 BELGIAN REVOLUTION 
 

It was the fundamental change that occurred in the kingdom of the Netherlands where the 

Belgians were fighting for their independence from the Dutch domination. During the Vienna 

congress, Belgium and Holland were amalgamated or combined to create the kingdom of the 

Netherlands. This was to create a buffer state against further aggressions. The combination of the 

2 countries however was a mistake because the countries had a lot of differences politically, 

socially and economically. By 1830 the union of Belgium and Poland was no longer workable 

and this led to the outbreak of the 1830 Belgian revolution. It was led by Polignao 
 
 

 

CAUSES 
 

1. The Dutch political domination  
2. The influence of the Vienna settlement  
3. Religious differences  
4. Economic differences  
5. Un fair parliamentary system  
6. Influence of the great French revolution  
7. Un fair taxation  
8. Rise of the great French revolution  
9. The issue of payment of the National debt.  
10. Down Fall of the congress system  
11. Press censor ship  



12. Influence of 1830 revolutions  
13. Language differences  
14. Dutch control over education  
15. Segregation in the army 

 
 

 

The influence of the Vienna congress/ settlement led to the Belgian revolution of 1830. It was 

during the Vienna congress that Belgium and Holland were combined to create the kingdom of 

the Netherlands as a buffer state against further French aggressions, however the combination of 

the 2 countries was a blander because they were too different politically, socially and 

economically. Above all, political power in the kingdom was given to the Dutch andby 1830 this 

was no longer workable hence leading to the revolution. 

 

Related to the above was the Dutch denomination over the Belgians. In the new kingdom of the 

Netherlands, all political power was entrusted with the Dutch e.g. the king of this new kingdom 

William VI was a Dutch. In his government, out of the seven ministries, six were held by the 

Dutch while out of the 39 ambassadors, 30were Dutch. In the army out of the 2,000 senior army 

officers, 1800 were Dutch, such a level of domination by the Dutch and marginalization of the 

Belgians became unacceptable to the Belgians hence causing the 1830 revolution. 
 

The unfair parliamentary system in the new kingdom of the Nether lands, the parliamentary 

system was unfair to the Belgians. This was so because in the new parliament created at Vienna 

in 1815 the Dutch and Belgians were allocated unequal representation in the parliament. This 

was unfair because by population the Belgians were 3.5 m while the Dutch were only 2 m, 

therefore having unequal representation in parliament was unfair to the Belgians. 
 

Besides,some of the Belgian members of parliament who were serving in the government always 

sided with the Dutch masters and frustrated the Belgian aspirations due to corruption. This led to 

the revolution. 
 

The unfair taxation of the Belgians also led to the revolution. In the kingdom of the Netherlands, 

the Belgians were subjected to a number of exorbitant (very high) taxes e.g. the Belgians were 

required to pay capitation tax for living under the Dutch kingdom. Also their stable food i.e. bread 

was taxed highly to make it expensive. This affected the standards of living of the Belgians hence 

leading to the revolution. 
 

Religious differences between the Belgians and the Dutch: The Belgians were Catholics while 

the Dutch were Protestants; however, after the union of the two countries, the Dutch imposed 

their protestant religion upon the Catholics in Belgium. Belgian places of worship (catholic 

churches) were turned into protestant places of worship.Worst of all Dutch protestant priests 

were always sent to offer service in the Catholic churches and by 1830, this was no longer 

acceptable by the Belgians hence leading to the revolution. 
 

The issues of the payment of the National debt: before the Union, the Dutch had borrowed 

money from a number of European countries to facilitatetheir wars against Napoleon. By 1815, 

the Dutch had not paid back the debts. Following the Union of Belgium and Holland, the Dutch 

insisted that the Belgians shared the burden of paying the national debt.To the Belgians, this was 

unfair and unacceptable hence leading to the revolution. 



 

Economic differences between the Belgians and the Dutch: Economically the two countries were 

far different. The Belgians were industrialist while the Dutch were Agriculturists and a sea fairing 

nation. The Dutch introduced a Laissez faire system where they allowed free trade between the 

kingdom and other countries. To the Belgians this system was disastrous because it affected their 

industries and by 1830 a revolution was inevitable. 
 

Social differences between the Belgians and the Dutch: Socially the two countries were different 

in terms of feeding; the staple food for the Dutch was potatoes while that of the Belgians was 

bread. To make matters worse, the Dutchimposed high taxes on bread and no tax at all on 

potatoes. The aim of this was to make bread expensive and consequently forced the Belgians 

abandon bread for potatoes. This had a direct impact on the Belgian standards of living hence the 

revolution. 

 

The influence of the 1789 French revolution: By 1830, the Belgians had learnt about the great 

French revolution and had appreciated its outcomese.g. the revolution had led to the birth of the 

ideas of liberty, equality and fraternity as well as Democracy and Nationalism. When the 

Belgians compared the situation in their country by 1830 with that in France before the 

revolution, they realized that the revolution was long overdue, hence the outbreak of the 1830 

revolution. 

 

Related to the above was the influence of the 1830 French revolution against the restored 

Bourbons. In July 1830, a revolution occurred in France against the government of Charles X of 

the restored Bourbons monarchy. The over throw of Charles X was a living example to the 

Belgians of how freedom could only be attained through force.Besides, Charles X was a very 

close friend of King William IV of the Netherland. Therefore the over throw of Charles X just 

inspired Belgians to stage the revolution. 
 

The collapse of the congress system; by 1830 the congress system was as good as dead because 

the last major congress had been held in 1825 at St. Petersburg in Russia. By 1830 therefore the 

idea of the congress system was no more , therefore the Belgians used this as an excuse to stage a 

revolution while aware that there was no more collective responsibility in suppressing revolutions 

in Europe. This therefore led to the revolution. 
 

Language differences: By language, the Belgians used French and other local languages while the 

Dutch used the Dutch language. After the union of the 2 countries, the Dutch imposed their 

language upon the Belgians when they declared the Dutch language as the medium of 

communication in public offices and alsothe medium of instruction in schools. This was a threat 

to the Belgian culture because Belgian children were being subject to Dutch language in schools. 

This led to the revolution. 
 
 

 

THE COURSE OF THE BELGIAN REVOLUTION 
 

The Belgian revolution started like a street protest in the Belgian capital of Brussels when the 

masses were demonstrating against the Dutch policy in Belgium. They created barricades across 

the streets of Brussels calling for the withdraw of the Dutch troops from their country. 
 



The protests spread to other smaller towns around the capital and by the end of September 1830, 

the Dutch troops had been withdrawn. 
 

On 4
th

 November 1830, the estates general of Belgium voted to separate Belgium from Holland. 

The Dutch king of the Netherlands accepted the decision because his forces were almost 

powerless. 
 

The Belgians then requested the new king of France Louis Philippeto offer his son as new leader 

of Belgium. Phillip however denied the offer for fear of Britain, and a BritishprinceLeopold de - 

Saxe-Coburg a relative to the queen of England was offered the throne. 

 

In relation to the events in Belgium, some big powers especially the members of the Troppau 

protocol thought of restoring the union between Belgium and Holland. However, each of them 

was busy dealing with her own problems. 
 

For Russia she was busy suppressing a revolution in Poland, Austria was suppressing a revolution 

in the Italian and German states while Prussia was busy dealing with her domestic economic 

problems. For France, she was happy that the buffer formed against her was collapsing while 

Britain was a liberal country that supported the Belgian revolution. 
 

By January all the major powers in Europe agreed in principle to the independence of Belgium 

however the king of Holland rejected this and even organized his army to attack Belgium. The 

Dutch army was however repulsed by the Belgians with the help of the British and French 

forces. In 1839, Britain organized the London conference where all European great powers 

officially acknowledged the independence of Belgium where she was declared independent and 

neutral and this marked off the Belgium road to independence. 
 

EFFECTS OF THE BELGIUM REVOLUTION 
 

The revolution in Belgium had both negative and positive effects on the social economic political 

set up of Belgium and Europe at large as seen below. 
 

The revolution led to the declaration of Belgium as an independent and neutral state. This was 

done in 1839 during the London conference. This decision was taken because some big powers 

like France had a hidden motive of dominating Belgium. Besides, some great powers were afraid 

of a possible war in Belgium remained at the centre of attraction by the big powers. The 

declaration of Belgium as independent and Neutral helped to create lasting peace. 
 

The revolution led to the demarcation of the boundaries of Belgium and Holland once and for all. 

After the success of the revolution, the boundary between the two countries was clearly drawn 

and the two countries were never again involved I boundary or border conflicts. This gave a 

chance to the new state of Belgium to concentrate on economic development and this party 

explains why Belgium was able to develop into an industrial power within a very short period of 

time. 
 

 

The Belgium revolution contributed to the industrial development in Belgium. This was because 

the Belgium was now free from Dutchexploitation and suppression. They were also free topursue 

their economic policy of protectionism which safe guarded their domestic industries from foreign 

competition. All this turned Belgium into the second most industrialized nation in Europe just 



after Britain however, her policy of protectionism had negative consequences especially on 

Holland in the short run but all the same Belgium benefited and her economy developed. 
 

The Belgium revolution had a negative consequence of the economic development of Holland. 

Before the revolution, Holland used to exploit Belgium and relied on the Belgium Industries for 

survival however, after the success of the revolution, the exploitation ended and this impacted 

negatively on the Dutch economy. Moreover, the war between the economy of the Dutch 
 

The success of the revolution indicated success of the forces of Nationalism over 

conservativeness of Europe. This was because before the revolution, the affairs of Europe were 

being dominated by conservative monarchs of Russia, Prussia and Austria as members of the 

Troppau protocol however, after the revolution, this changed as British and France became the 

most influenced powers inEurope at that time. 
 

The revolution violated the Vienna settlement and led to the collapse of the congress system. The 

revolution disregarded the Vienna settlement by exposing its unrealistic policies. It also marked 

the official end of congress system in Europe since the European powers failed to defend the 

Vienna settlement and its arrangement above all Britain and France who were signatories to the 

Vienna covenant supported the revolution which indicated that the Vienna settlement and the 

congress system had ceased. 
 

The revolution helped to revive European diplomacy at the time when it was almost dead. Before 

the revolution especially between 1825 – 1830 
 

REASONS FOR THE SUCCESS OF THE BELGIUM REVOLUTION 
 

The strength of Belgium Nationalism: 
 

Due to the conquest of Belgium by Napoleon during the napoleon days and the changes 

Napoleon introduced there, the level of nationalism in Belgium was so strong especially among 

the middle class. Right from the time of the union, the Belgium elites, the clergy and even the 

army was strongly opposed to Dutch denomination. This partly explains why the Belgians 

determined hence the success of the Belgian revolution. 
 

The collapse of the congress system was a blessing in disguise that contributed to the 

success of the revolution. The congressmen especially those at Troppau had vowed to suppress 

all revolutions that broke out on the European continent. This threatened the Belgians so muchto 

challenge the Dutch domination however, by 1830, due to the outstanding disagreements among 

the members, the congress system and the Troppau protocol was no more, and this led to the 

success of the revolution. 
 

The role of France: 
 

The role played by France in the success of the revolution cannot be under estimated e.g. in 

August 1831; the French forces helped the Belgians to repulse the Dutch invasion. Besides, 

France was also sympathetic to the Belgians cause because the Belgian revolution destroyed one 

of the barriers which had been created against France at Vienna. The role ofFrance therefore led 

to the success of the revolution. 

 

The role of Britain: 



 

Britain had commercial interests in Belgium and therefore helped the Belgians to succeed in the 

revolution e.g. Britain opposed any foreign intervention against the Belgian revolution when the 

members of the Troppau protocol were contemplating (thinking of) the restoration of the union 

between Belgium and Holland. Also Britain worked closely with France to repelthe Dutch 

invasion of August 1831. Most importantly Britain provided the new king Leopold to be the new 

leader of Belgium. This no doubt led to the success of the revolution. 
 

Because of the massive support from the Belgian masses, unlike other revolution which were 

largely urban centered, the Belgian revolution had the support of almost everyone in the country. 

The revolutionaries included middle class, clergy, peasants, intellectuals as well as civil servants 

and soldiers. There were no causes of collaboration or betrayal during the Belgium revolution. 

This led to the success. 
 

The military superiority of the Belgians: 
 

Although the Dutch dominated the union army, the Belgians remained militarilystrong with a 

large motivated and experienced army. The army was far more experienced and determined 

compared to that of the Dutch. The unity and coordination of the Belgian army out matched that 

of the Dutch hence leading to the success of the revolution. 
 

The existence of multiple problems in the various European countries that were expected to 

intervene also led to the successof the Belgians. When the revolution broke out, some countries 

were expected to intervene and suppress the revolution. These were mainly members of the 

Troppau protocol i.e. Russia Prussia and Austria, however, each of these countries has its own 

problems by 1830 e.g.Russia was busy suppressing the revolution in Poland, Austria suppressing 

revolution in the Italian and German states while Prussian had economic and domestic challenges. 

This therefore ruled out foreign intervention hence the success of the revolution. 
 

The existence of genuine grievances:by 1830, the Belgians had real and genuine complaints 

against the Dutche.g. there was a common desire in the Belgians to end the unfair policies of the 

Dutch which had been imposed on them at Vienna. Similarly, the unfair parliamentary system, 

the religious intolerance among others increased the determination and zeal of the Belgians hence 

leading to the success of the revolution. 
 

Role of elites:By 1830, Belgium had a strong middle class comprising of lawyers, teachers, and 

journalists. These were so important in the e success of the revolution because they provided 

leadership, mobilization and also solicited foreign support. Among such leaders was Polignao 

who led to the revolution 
 

The strength of the Belgian economy;Belgiumwas ahighly industrialized nation compared to 

Holland which was a poor agricultural and a seafaring nation. With such a sound economic base, 

 

Belgium was in position to train,equipand maintain and motivate a big army that defeated the 

Dutch forces and also defended the revolution hence leading to the success. 
 

The size of Belgian population orthe numerical advantage of Belgians was very instrumental in 

the success of the revolution. The Belgians were 3.5 billion while the Dutch were only 2 million, 

this therefore meant that the Belgians had an abundant human resource from where they could 



recruit and train big army. Besides the big population meant that the Belgians could sustain a 

strong economy and this no doubt led to the success of the revolution. 
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THE ROLE OF THE EX-SERVICEMEN TOWARDS THE 

DECOLONISATION OF AFRICA. 

Much more than the 1Sst World War Africans came into contact with the 

whole World during the Second World War (1939-1945).Ex-servicemen were 

African energetic men who were either conscripted or enrolled into European 

military service. During World War II, they were taken to fight for their colonial 

masters either with in Africa, Asia or Europe. Bildad Kaggia fought in the 

Middle East and Europe, Waruhiu  Hote fought in Burma, BenBella of Algeria 

fought in Indo China war. Others included Idi Amin of Uganda, Bendicto 

Kiwanuka-Uganda, Jean Bukassa of C.A.R etc. The ex-servicemen played the 

following roles in the decolonization of Africa. 

 African soldiers developed a deeper political Consciousness as a result of 

their participation in the War. They came into contact with Indian elites 

especially in the Burma Camp. These elites fed them with the fighting spirit for 

their rights and Independence. They exposed them to Colonial injustices of 



absence of freedom, oppression, exploitation etc. They therefore returned to 

Africa only to challenge such colonial injustices. 

Many African soldiers received instructions in European languages i.e. French 

and English and learnt both reading newspapers and Magazines, books, listening 

to wireless news bulletins. After understanding the intensions of their colonial 

masters, they came back to Africa and started organizing Nationalistic 

Movements to struggle against colonialism. 

 African soldiers travelled widely in many lands and gained  a lot of ideas 

and perspectives of international issues. They therefore began to reason out 

issues as they saw them happen. They saw whites in their own homes, they also 

met a lot of the uneducated whites especially private soldiers. They saw beggars, 

prostitutes etc. Such conditions as they existed in European countries were liable 

to influence the ex-soldiers to challenge the status of the Whiteman in Africa. 

This led to the growth of African Nationalism. 

From the experience that the ex-soldiers got during the war, it was later to 

shatter the myth of the great Whiteman. Before the war, Many Africans saw 

European colonial masters as god fathers. But their defeat during the war and 

some of their exposed weaknesses reversed this kind of vision about the whites. 

Africans also met White men who opposed colonialism and were very different 

from the white in colonial Africa. Some whites in the European countries 

criticized colonialism and they even encouraged the ex-soldiers to come and 

wage rebellions against colonial Masters. 

 Africans interacted with other people during the war who were in the 

same struggle against Colonialism. They learnt good ideas, skills and tactics on 

how to challenge colonial rule, they learnt how to operate heavy 

equipment/machines and this served as a boost towards independence struggle. 

The fact that Africans were fighting for freedom in Europe, they returned home 

demanding for the same. This led to rebellion e.g. The Mau-Mau rebellion in 

Kenya and the Algerian revolution of 1962. 



 African soldiers saw Europeans fight each other in the Magheb region. 

There was an intensive war among Europeans and this showed dis-unity in the 

eyes of African soldiers. When the ex-soldiers realized the weakness of the 

Whites, they demanded for their Nationalistic rights. 

 During the World War II, African soldiers witnessed discrimination in 

European Military service. The soldiers were given little food; they also 

received little pay and were promoted to Non-Commissioned ranks. There was 

no single black Commissioned officer in the British army. The soldiers therefore 

returned home only to form liberation movement’s e.g.in Kenya which saw the 

emergency of the forty group of militant Organization of ex-servicemen out of 

which grew the Kenya land freedom fighters (KIFF) which adopted the slogan 

Mau-Mau. 

The Second World War led to the destruction of the Old Myth of European 

superiority. Before the War, Africans had a belief that Europeans are demi gods 

and therefore do not die but the World War shattered this myth e.g. Africans saw 

the Whiteman dying  at battle fronts of bullets. This erased the earlier belief 

among Africans that Whiteman would not die of face defeat. Africans further 

realized that White men were not so resistant to prolonged harsh conditions. 

This made Africans believe that white or black, they all behave in the same way 

and that they have the same weaknesses. Ex-serviceman thus came back without 

fear to confront the colonialists struggles in Kenya, Algeria, Zimbabwe were 

therefore dominated by ex-servicemen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

THE ROLE OF THE U.N.O IN THE DECOLONISATION OF AFRICA. 

The United Nations Organization was born immediately after World War II 

replacing the highly discredited League of Nations that had ignored the rape of 

Ethiopia by Italy. The UN has been successful in the fight against Colonialism 

and this has been UN most solid achievements. 

AIMS /OBJECTIVES OF THE U.N.O. 

a) Maintaining of peace,law and order around the World. 

b) To control the actions of aggressive leaders to ensure World peace. 

c) To control drug trafficking which causes social un rest. 

d) To promote democracy around the World i.e. provide forum  for WQorld 

leaders to discuss matters affecting the World before  they get out of 

hand. 

e) To assist Colonies struggling for Independence to get it. 

f) To promote health standards around the World. 

The United Nations Organisation therefore tried to fulful aims and objectives. It 

contributed to the growth and development of African nationalism in the 

following ways; 

Among its weapons, the UN had a charter which was partly inspired by the 

Atlantic charter of 1941 which was concluded by the American president 

Franklin Roosevelt and the British Prime Minister Winston Churchill. The UNO 

was inaugurated at San Francisco Conference USA to persue the Principles of 

the Atlantic Charter.  The UNO was therefore a revival of the defunct League of 

Nations in a more serious manner to maintain peace and security in the World. 

One of the Marin objectives of the UNO was the eradication of imperialism. 

Article 1 of the UN Charter declared that “All people should enjoy an equal 

right to say determination”. This was in line with the principles of the Atlantic 

Charter which had provided for the respect of the rights of all people to choose 

their own form of government. This was therefore to bind the colonial Masters 



in agreement to decolonize Africa as long as they were Members of the United 

Nations. 

The UN Charter also upheld the principle of human rights. It denounced racism 

Segregation and discrimination among people based on colour, religion, tribe 

and other differences. It therefore granted the recognition of people of the World 

in as far as their sovereignty, integrity and Independence were concerned. It was 

against this background that Africans (nationalists) got determined with the 

assistance of the UN to attain Independence.  

 The UN gave room for the acquisition of Independence by the Colonies it 

set up the Trusteeship Council which took on the responsibility to prepare the 

trusteeship territories which it inherited from the League of Nations or acquired 

after the Second World War and lead them to self Independence. People in those 

territories directly appealed to the former Italian Colonies of Eritrea, Somalia, 

Lybia and the former Germany Colonies of Togo. Namibia (S.W.A), Cameroon 

was granted Independence under the leadership of Safr- sylvomes Olympia and 

Almathn Ahiafo respectively in 1960.  It was because of these states by the 

trusteeship Council that other African Countries Intensified their demand for 

Independence. Due to the above, in the same year (1960) Ivory Coast under 

Houphoet Boigry Felix and upper Volta (Bokina faso) Under Maurice Yameago 

got Independence. 

 The UN however encountered resistance from South Africa. South Africa 

administered South West Africa (Namibia) since German lost the First World 

War However; the UN opposed the continued domination of Namibia as 

constant pressure was applied on S. Africa until Namibia was granted 

Independence in 1990. 

 The UN acted as a powerful forum for Africans nationalist struggle. 

Through the UN general Assembly, African nationalists were given a loud voice 

e.g. Julius Nyerere who deliberated on African Independence when he was 



invited to address the General Assembly which sat in Washington D.C. 

Nkrumah and  J. Kenyatta were accorded  the same opportunities. 

 African nationalists also used their friends who were already leaders of  

Independent States in Africa and Asia to castigate Colonialism in the UN 

general assembly. Such critics included Jawahoral Nheru of India who put 

forward the Idea of Afro-Asian Solidarity to be recognized the UN. This 

freedom of association between Asia and Africa would amount to Independence. 

Among other African nationalists who were given a plat form to present their 

cases in the UN general Assembly included, Robert Mugabe, Nelson Mandella, 

Sam Nunjoma etc and they received  a significant audience at the UN meetings 

as they struggled for liberty. 

 The UN opened up a committee in the UN colonial Committee of the 

General Assembly” It was under the UN general Assembly. It was a 

decolonization Committee on which the countries which had not achieved 

Independence could put across their views since many countries were still under 

colonial rule, this committee turned out to be the only path of hope. 

Through the decolonization committee, missions were sent to the Trusteeship 

territories to find out claims for political Independence in various Countries e.g.  

In 1954, the Trusteeship mission was sent to Tanganyika to find out Nyerere’s 

claims that Tanganyika should be granted Independence, convinced by the 

claims, the Council pressurized Britain to make Independence arrangements for 

Tanganyika which was granted Independence on 9th Dec1961. 

 Many African querrilla movements were invited and offered sits in the 

United Nations General Assembly. Even leaders of political parties were 

accorded the same opportunities e.g. the CPP of Nkrumah, NCNC of  Nnamidi 

Ajikiwe were all invited to the UN and as stated earlier it became a plat form for 

nationalist agitation in Africa. 

 The Afro- Asian states at the UN general Assembly also formed the group 

of 77 which they used as pressure group on the UN. This group was identified as 



comprising of condemning imperialism and colonial aggression. It was the 

recognition of this group by the UN that it had to bear pressure on the colonial 

Masters. Accordingly sanctions were applied against the rebellions States. These 

included samotions on trade. Inspite some short comings, the force of samotions 

contributed to the decolonization of Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) and other African 

states. 

 Similarly the UN under the pressure of the group of 77 used the same 

method of sanctions on South Africa to put the racist regime on pressure to 

muchify its policy of apartheid and positive results were shown. It was partly 

through such pressure that the hated policy collapsed later in 1980s and 90s. 

Therefore the UN played a supportive role to the group of 77 in the liberation 

and burnishing of colonialism from Africa. 

 The UNO decolonization Committee also declared that the decade of 

1960-1990 should be for decolonization in Africa. It became very effective in 

Africa by extending Moral, Military and financial support to nationalists 

movements eg. MPLA (Angola), FRELIMO (Mozambique) TANU 

(Tanganyika), KANU (Kenya) PAIGC(Guinea Bissau) Leading to Independence 

in these Countries among others by 1970s. 

 The UN also played a part in condemning Secessions in Africa. In Nigeria 

it supported the Central government against the Biafra (a secessionist). All these 

secessionists’ movements failed partly because of the UN role which promoted 

African Nationalism. 

 The UN has also Intervened in African crisis for instance the UN 

intervened in the Congo Crisis to restore order and prevent disunity in Zaire. 

The UN sent a neutral force and in 1961 the neutral force and  suppressed the 

Belgiom army in Katanga. Medical and economic assistance was given and the 

UN paid clearly in terms on money. 

 In addition, through its specialization agencies such as the Economic 

Commission for Africa E.C.A, UNDP etc, the UN has tried to fight poverty, 



diseases and ignorance in Africa. Other agencies that have played a significant 

role are W.H.O, UNESCO, UNICES, IMF and WB among others which have of 

recent Contributed although in Minimal proportions to the settling of civil Wars 

on the Continent eg. In Mozambique, Angola, Algeria, Somalia. It has helped to 

rescue the flight of refugees through the UNHCR. 

 Through the Trusteeship Council of the UN, and the Council Committee 

of the general Assembly the anti-colonial nations like USA and USSR heavily 

Criticized the continued existence of colonialism in Africa and yet to remove it 

would inevitably encourage war in the African states However, the UN managed 

to reconcile and at the same time support liberation struggles in Africa for the 

sake of freedom and Independence. 

 After some African countries achieving Independence, the UN declared 

its commitment to Africa. It recognized the Independence of African states from 

early 1960s to 70s. UN further used these Independent Movements to aid 

liberation Movements in Countries which were still under colonialism e.g. 

Ghana and Guinea Bissau through PAIGC against the French leading to heu 

Independence in 1974, Tanzania aided Mozambique and Angola aided African 

Nationalists against apartheid until it was defeated in 1994. 

 The UN officials visited various African countries. Most especially the 

mandate territories of the UN e.g. Tanganyika. These regular UN visits to such 

countries made them to intensify demands for Independence. By 1961 for 

example, UN pressurized Britain to grant Independence to Tanganyika. 

  The UN also repeatedly condemned apartheid as an attack on human rights. In 

1973, South African Membership of the UN Security Council backed a demand for 

free elections in Namibia. The UN condemned apartheid as a crime against humanity 

incompatible with the universal declaration of human rights. The issue of apartheid 

was on the UN agenda right from 1948 until the end of apartheid in 1994. 

 The UN helped Nationalists like Nyerere from Tanganyika, Nkrumah from 

Ghana and Kamude from Zambia U.N.O officials Co-operated with these leaders in 



their struggle for Independence and their Countries achieved Independence early. E.g. 

Ghana, March 1957, Tanganyika 1961, Zambia 1964. 

 Therefore the UN became the Midwife of the new States/nations. 

Questions: 

1. Assess the impact of U.N.O on the growth of African Nationalism. 

2. Examine the contribution of the United Nations Organization to the growth of 

African Nationalism. 

 

  

THE BRAZAVILLE CONFERENCE AND THE SMALL CONCESSIONS 

TO AFRICANS IN FRENCH WEST AFRICA 1944. 

 This was a meeting of French West African speaking Colonies which took 

place in Brazaville-capital of French Equatorial Africa (Congo) in 1944. The 

conference was organized or summarized by the senior administrator of French 

colonies and chief representative of France –Gvalle. It was attended by all 

colonial governors of French West African colonies. These colonies included 

Dahenry, Guinea, Ivory Coast (Corta devore), Mauritania, Niger, Senegale, 

Upper Volta (Bokinafaso). 

 The aims and objectives of the 1944 Brajaville Conference included; 

- To discuss the future of the French empire after the Second World War. 

They also wanted to discuss the type of colonial policy to be adopted 

during the Second World War. 

- The conference was organized on the basis that the French West African 

Colonies had rallied behind France during the War and Supported the free 

French Movement especially equatorial Africa (Republic of Congo), hence 

De Gualle was prepared to please the Africans who supported the French 

during the Germany Occupation of his Country. 

- The need to make the system of colonial rule more equitable, to improve 

social services and plan vigorously for economic development.  French 

West African Nationalists like Sekun Tome of Guinea had earlier began to 



campaign for an equal and special association between France as Britain 

has with her dominions. 

- The Africans also demanded for political Concessions such as the abolition 

of Indigenous laws (Naturalization laws) and forced labour. Although the 

Conference denied that France could ever grant self government to her 

colonies in Africa, it made important recommendations to reform the 

French colonial administration and this set the pace for practical demand 

for self government in French West Africa. 

 

RESOLUTION OF THE 1944 BRAZAVILLE CONFERENCE TO THE 

FRENCH WEST AFRICAN STATES: 

 The conference advised the abolition of forced labour and the Indigenous 

laws (Naturalization laws) much as in other respects, colonial administration 

remained anticratic. There was reduction in the power of the Governor 

General in order to give more powers to the local administration in each 

territory. Therefore some powers formally exercised in parris were to be 

transferred and move rapid assimilation would be encouraged. 

 The conference suggested the setting up of an elected assembly in each 

colony to help the Leutrant Governor. 

An elected assembly known from 1952 as a territorial assembly was setup for 

each territory. These territorial assemblies much as they had limited powers, 

they marked the beginning of some decentralization which later had a great 

impact on the development of political parties. The establishment of the 

territorial assemblies awakened great political activity.  There was Constant 

demand for reforms supported by the French Communist party which was 

anti-colonial and whose mass appeal and Organization suited the African 

leaders. Therefore, the Senegalese territorial assembly system was expanded 

to cover all French West Africa. 



 The colonies were given the fundamental right to vote (Franchise). The 

conference setup a central Council (Grand Council) to whom all territories in 

French West Africa would send representatives. This was a federal Council 

setup in 1947 to be under the high Commissioner. (The former governor 

general of Darker) General de Geville promised to grant representation to the 

colonies at the French Constitutional assembly which would be Summoned 

at the end of the World War II to frame the Constitution for France and her 

empire so during the 1st and Second constituent assembly, French West 

Africa and equatorial Africa were allowed to send 10 representatives to the 

Nationale Assembly in Paris. However, this gave them only 25% of the seats 

in the Assembly. Delegates from Senegale went to the National Constituent 

Assembly in October 1945 ie Leopold Sedor Senghour and Lamine Gueye. 

They participated in the shafting of the constitution of the French Republic. 

The constitution of the granted Citizenship to all African Citizens of the 

French Union. The French West Africans were thus provided with greater 

opportunities to become Frenchmen. 

The declaration of all French West Africans as citizens of France made the 

distinction between citizens and subjects disappear. This meant abolition of 

inferior status of the subjects thus transforming all French Africans with 

citizens which meant equality. 

The terms’ UNION’ and ‘ OVER SEAS’ territories were substituted for 

‘EMPIRE’ and ‘COLONIES’ and French colonies were given the right to 

elect desputies to represent them in the French National Assembly, Senate 

Assembly as well as the Assembly of the French Union. This abolished the 

interior status of the subjects in French West Africa.  Equality was further 

created. 

The provision for the continued representation of the African territories in the 

Metropolitan Parliament was then formally incorporated in the Constitution 

of the fourth republic ie. Of the sixty seven members of the French West 



African deligation to Parris, twenty senators, twenty deputies and twenty 

seven  counselors of the French Union. Forty five was blacks of mixed 

discent. This enabled the African representatives in the French Parliament in 

Parris into the main stream of French politics. This created harmony between 

French socialists and communists who allied with these parties to put 

pressure on the French. 

These Constitutional Changes set in Motion a vigorous Outburst of political 

activity in many parts of French West Africa. A multitude of parties were 

formed to compete for the various Metropolitan and territorial seats now 

open for African elections. 

It was agreed by the African Nationalists that all enlightened Organizations 

trade Unions, Study groups and political groups should send delegates to 

Asamako in October 1946 for a conference. This was the Origin of the wide 

party called the Re-assemblement Democratic Africane (R.D.A) supported 

by the French Communist party. The party was led by the late Cote’devour’s 

leader Felix Aouphoet  Biogry. Therefore, the Bamako Conference 

succeeded in bringing all West African political parties which sprung up 

including the Parti Democratique dela Cote devoure (PDCT), BIOC 

Democratique Semegalese (B.D.S) formed by Sedor Senghor in 1948, Parti 

Sondamaris Progressive (PSP) and the Union Sandanarise (1948). These 

political parties agitated for self government and by 1960, almost all French 

Colonies had acquired Independence. 

By 1956, the French had introduced fully elected internal self government for 

the various territories of the West African Region. In power as French prime 

Minister in 1958, he was determined to rid himself of the burden of potential 

future conflict in West Africa and equatorial Africa. He gave the Colonies an 

Ultimatum to vote ’Yes or No’ to break links with France and become 

completely Independent. 



Guinea under the leadership of trade Unionist Sekon Tome voted ‘NO’ and 

became Independent immediately. However the French responded by 

attempting to cripple the rebel territory so as to prove to the others the depth 

of their debt to France. All French civil service personnel, economic aid and 

equipment were withdrawn from Guinea even down to removing government 

files and filing Carbinets and ripping out even office telephones. 

    

EFFECTS OF THE 1944 BRAZAVILLE CONFERENCE ON THE 

STUGGLE FOR INDEPENDENCE IN FRENCH WEST AFRICA. 

 It declared that natives should be brought step by step to take charge of 

their own affairs. It decentralized French Imperialism and abstained itself from 

over protecting colonies. This was a step ahead towards self government. 

 The establishment of Territorial assemblies in French colonies led to 

political elections at some agreed intervals of Africans to the Parliament. In the 

process of carrying out these elections, Africans gained much in the field of 

politics. This encouraged a very easy spread of Nationalistic messages and ideas 

to the ordinary people. 

 The conference recommended the extension of Western civilization to 

French Africa but through French language. It promised development of Africa 

with financial help from Parris. In 1946, France passed a resolution. “The fund 

for development of overseas territories” (FIDES). By 1957, France had invested 

us dollars 425 Million in West Africa in the field of road Construction, 

education and health. Thus helped to prepare the colonies for self government, 

movement and mobilization of the Masses. 

 However some of the reforms resolved at the Brazzaville conference of 

1944 turned out to be inadequate in the following ways. 

 The French Ministry of colonies continued to legislate for French West 

Africa and in doing so was not bound to take the advice of its deputies. 



 The social reforms which were decreed were not carried out quickly e.g. 

The Indignant laws took a long time to disappear. 

Through all West Africans were declared French citizens, a new distinction was 

made between French Citizens of the local status. The former were subjects to 

the French law and so were considered superior to the latter who remained 

subject to their indigenous law. 

The territorial assemblies had only limited powers especially outside Cameroon 

and Togo. They were determined by the colonial governors and the White 

settlers.  So the conference did very little to Africanise the administration.  

The elite in French West Africa at this time asked for only increased powers in 

the administration, the Introduction of Democratic Practices into the 

administration and for equality of social and political rights in French West 

Africa. They did not ask for self government nor were ready to attack the 

administration as vigorously as their counterpart in British West African states. 

Therefore after 1946, France paid little attention to the question of political 

development in her West African territories for nearly a decade. 

EEFECTS OF THE BRAZZAVILLE CONFERENCE ON AFRICAN 

NATIONALISM. 

 The conference was racist in its representation. Apart from Felix 

Aoupheet Boigny from Ivory Coast, no African was invited to the Conference. 

The conservative De Gualle thought that the black people under French rule in 

Africa were not capable to speak for themselves, hence the exclusion from the 

meeting. 

 The conference still ruled out itself from self government now” or in the 

near future France still wished to regain its   rule as an African colonial power 

after the end of the Second World War. Therefore, instead of the conference 

discarding imperialism, it maintained it and only exploited these reforms to re-

entrench French imperialism in French West Africa. 



Although it enfranchised Africans but very few of them were allowed to vote. 

Out of about 16 million people living in French West Africa. Only one million 

were allowed to vote. Hence the blacks still remained Marginalised. In the 

Mtropolitan Parliament based in Parris, out of 622 seats, Africa was allocated 

only 13 so the Africans were always a minority group which could not influence 

any major decisions. 

 France continued to ban the political parties which had emerged out due 

to this conference e.g. France arrested an short partly leaders, persecuted party 

supporters and well wishers, rigged election results in  1951 and encouraged the 

formation  of rival parties such as (IDM)” Independent D’outre Mer” against the 

RDA. 

In theory, the conference abolished forced labour but France continued with the 

practice of forced labour on the youth who did not join the French army. Hence, 

the growth of Nationalism among Africans. 

France established territorial parliaments that empowered the Africans 

politically. This marked the beginning of some decentralization which later had 

a great impact on the development of political parties. This inspired continuous 

demand for Independence. 

 The Conference led to the formation of political parties’ e.g.  The RDA-

Ressemblement Democratic African which pressurized the French to grant 

Africans self rule. 

 France increased her investment in her African colonies that allowed 

African trade Unions to demand for Independence. 

 Failure by France to fulfill her promises forced Africans to fight for 

Independence. Hence, the Brazzavile Conference of 1944 only returned the 

French Colonialism on the surface in order to arrest the tide of African 

Nationalism but to a larger extent, the ideas, practices of French imperialism in 

black Africa remained. 

Questions. 



1. What effects did the 1944 Brazzaville Conference have on the Independence 

of French West African Colonies? 

2. Assess the role of the Brazzaville Conference of 1944 on the decolonization 

of Africa. 

3. Account for the holding of the Brazzaville Conference of 1944 and identify 

how it influenced political development on French Black Africa. 

4. “The Brazzaville Conference of 1944 laid down a charter for political 

emancipation in the French Colonies in West and Central Africa”. Discuss. 

THE ITALIAN INVASION OF ETHIOPIA (THE ITALO-ETHIOPIA 

CRISIS) OF 1935-41. 

THE CAUSES OF THE CRISIS (INVASION) 

One of the most significant events in the History of modern Africa was when 

Italy decided to attack Ethiopia in 1935. Italy defeated Ethiopia and occupied it 

up to 1941. The conflict between Italy and Ethiopia is what has been referred to 

as the “ITALO-ETHIOPIAN CRISIS”. Italy by then was under the leadership of 

Benito Mussolini who had assumed power in Italy in 1922 while Ethiopia was 

being led by Emperor Haile Selassie who had assumed powers in 1913. Many 

factors contributed to the Italo-Ethiopian crisis as seen below:- 

Italy invaded Ethiopia because of the desire to revenge the Italian defeat at the 

battle of Adowa of 1896. In that year, (1896) Italy was defeated by the Ethiopian 

troops. This was one of the biggest military humiliations that Italy had ever 

suffered moreover in the hands of an African country.  Italy lost prestige and 

was regarded as a weakling in the eyes of other European countries. When 

Mussolini became the leader of Italy, he had a burning desire to avenge this 

humiliation. He took advantage of the internal reorganization in Italy and made 

his troops ready to invade Ethiopia in order to revenge the Italian defeat of 1896. 

The Italian invasion of Ethiopia in 1935 war sparked off by Italy’s need to 

revive its imperialism and the lost international glory. Italy had suffered 

immensely when it was conquered and ruled by Napoleon during the 



Napoleonic period. The Austrians at one point in history equally ruled Italy. 

During the colonial period, Italy did not feature prominently as a colonial 

power. All these had debilitating effects on the image, position and status of 

Italy in world affairs. By attacking Ethiopia in 1935, Mussolini was attempting 

to redeem its image as a way of regaining its lost past glory. 

The Italian desire to control the sea ports of Massawa and Assab led to the 

invasion of Ethiopia. These ports were strategically located and served as the 

gateway to the horn of Africa. It was through these ports that Ethiopia imported 

and exported its commodities. Italy wanted to take over these ports so that it 

could control the trade conducted through these ports. 

The desire to construct a railway line to join the two Italian colonies of Erotea 

and Somaliland led to the Italian invasion of Ethiopia in 1935. By constructing 

the line, Italy thought that she would be strengthening its presence on the 

ground. Besides the line would make it easy for Italy to extend its imperial rule 

beyond Eritrea and Somaliland. 

The Ideology of fascism that developed in Italy in the 1920’s was also 

responsible for the war between Italy and Ethiopia. Fascism is an ideology 

which uses violence in order to attain political objectives. Fascism also believes 

in discrimination and domination of the weaker race by a stronger one. Those 

who believed in Fascism are called Fascists. Initially, the fascists had an axe as 

their political symbol. The Fascists had five commandments one of which stated 

that peace is equal to violence. This kind of fascist thinking compelled Italy to 

invade Ethiopia which was already its traditional enemy. 

The invasion also took place because Italy wanted to demonstrate its military 

strength. Over the years, Italy had undergone massive industrialization. A huge 

military arsenal had piled up and much investment had been done in the military 

sector yet Italy for many years Italy had not tested its military strength. 

Mussolini thus looked at this as a good opportunity to test Italy’s military 

strength. 



Another cause of this conflict was that Italy claimed it had a mission to export 

civilization and spread Christianity in Ethiopia. It should be recalled that 

Ethiopia was the first African country to get Christianity. According to available 

historical records, Ethiopia was the first Black Country to get Christianity. It 

also had its own missionaries. It didn’t therefore make sense for Italy to attack 

Ethiopia in the name of spreading Christianity. Even if Christianity did not exist 

in Ethiopia, it was unwise for Italy to use violence in order to spread it. This 

means therefore that there were other hidden agenda behind the claim to spread 

Christianity. 

Social and economic hardships in Italy led to this invasion. By attacking 

Ethiopia, Mussolini wanted to hide his domestic problems. During his reign, 

many European powers thought that the Italy was very strong. The external 

appearance convinced them that Italy was a strong nation. However inside Italy 

conditions were terrible. Inflation was high, unemployment was rampant and 

public morale was low. Mussolini was aware of these problems and in order to 

turn away people’s attention from these conditions, he had to invade Ethiopia. 

The personality and character of Mussolini was yet another cause of the Italo- 

Ethiopian conflict. First of all Mussolini was yet another cause of the Italo-

Ethiopian conflict. First of all Mussolini was a great orator who would speak 

and leave everyone convinced. Therefore when he spoke, the Italians were 

convinced that it was necessary to attack Ethiopia. Above all Mussolini was an 

imperialist who wanted to extend Italian influence far away from the Italian 

boundaries. With such a combination of characters, there was no way Italy 

would avoid war with Ethiopia hence Italo-Ethiopian crisis. 

The desire to destroy Ethiopia’s independence led to the invasion. Apart from 

Liberia, Ethiopia was the only African country which had escaped European 

colonialism. This independence was envied by many European countries and 

Italy in particular didn’t like it. Besides, Italy claimed that Ethiopia was 



threatening her imperial ambitions in the Horn of Africa especially in Eritrea 

and Somaliland. It therefore invaded Ethiopia in to put an end to this threat. 

The Versailles peace Treaty of 1919 also brought about this crisis. This treaty 

gave Italy territorial leftovers comprising of semi desert areas in North East 

Africa. Mussolini believed Italy was cheated by the treaty and therefore thought 

that he could compensate for his unfairness by acquiring Ethiopia which was 

better compared to other countries. 

The weakness of the League of Nations also led to the crisis.  The League of 

Nations was an International organization formed 1919 by the Victorious 

powers after the World War I to maintain World peace and security. It had both 

strong and weak powers. It comprised of Britain, France, Brazil, Liberia, 

Ethiopia and many others. In total there were about fifty member countries in 

the League. But it had terrible weaker which Italy exploited in order to start the 

war. For instance it did nothing to stop Italy from invading Ethiopia. Previously 

the failure of the league to stop Japan   from invading the China’s province of 

Manchuria in 1913 had inspired Italy to behave likewise. 

The League of Nations followed the policy of appeasement towards Italy. 

Appeasement is a diplomatic policy aimed   at avoiding war. So the league 

wanted Italy to remain happy so that it would not join Germany under Hitler. 

This was because after World War 1, Britain and France were scared of a 

possible alliance between German and Italy. Germany had been defeated by 

Britain and her allies in World War I but both Britain and France feared that 

Germany would revenge this defeat. Therefore Britain and France handled Italy 

lovingly. They thus secretly approved Italy’s intention to invade Ethiopia. 

Ethiopia’s natural environment led    to this invasion. Ethiopia had much better 

climatic conditions than the desert countries which he had obtained from the 

Versailles Treaty. Ethiopian soils were volcanic in some parts, the temperature 

was more or less temperate and therefore a variety of crops could be grown 



there. Some areas were actually even fertile. This attracted Italy to invade 

Ethiopia. 

The military weakness of the Ethiopian army led to the Invasion. The Ethiopian 

army since the reign of Emperor Menelik II had not undergone Vigorous 

retraining and organization. The army was not equipped with modern military 

hard ware and neither was it disciplined. It should be urged that unlike Emperor 

Menelik II, Emperor Haile Selasie had gone little or nothing   at all to modernize 

and upgrade the army. The Italians knew this and took advantage of it. 

This expected support from Adolph Hitler of Germany led to the invasion of 

Ethiopia. The two leaders had been close and had collectively carried out similar 

aggression in Europe.  For instance, they are both known to have overthrown 

democratic regimes in Europe. Their alliance and line of action had forced 

Britain and France who were key members of the League of Nations (L.O.N) to 

adopt the policy of appeasement. This encouraged Mussolini to attack Ethiopia 

in the hope that he would not meet any resistance from these European powers. 

The final conquest of Libya by Italy in 1912 led to the invasion of Ethiopia. 

Libya became the official Italian   colony in 1912. Following the first Treaty of 

Lausanne signed between Italy and Turkey, Italy was given a free hand in Libya. 

This conquest eventually inspired Italy to invade Ethiopia in 1935. 

 

The aborted Nazi coup in Austria in 1934 led to the Ethiopian invasion. In an 

attempt to export his fascism, Mussolini attempted to cause a coup in Austria. 

He sent six divisions of the Italian army to assist the fascists who were behind 

the coup plot. The coup however failed. Mussolini thus invaded Ethiopia as a 

way of compensating for the failed fascist coup plot in Austria.   

The disunity among the Ethiopian people led to the Italian invasion. By the time 

of this invasion, Ethiopia was a disunited country. Emperor Haille Salassie had 

driven a wage between the Amhara (whom he favoured) and the Galla. The 



Italians took advantage of this by collaborating with the Galla in order to invade 

Ethiopia. 

The unpopularity and the weakness of Emperor Haile Selassie was another 

factor, Selassie was unpopular  and  a wavering  character that in this particular 

episode wrongly  relied on the  League of Nations to provide solution    to the 

crisis yet he League’s members  were all out to appease Mussolini. Internally, 

Haile Selassie did nothing to mobilize the people for serious war. Besides, the 

people of Ethiopia merely regarded him as a common dictator who had out lived 

his usefulness. All this gave Mussolini the motivation to attack Ethiopia. 

Financial weakness of Ethiopia led to the Italian invasion of Ethiopia.  Ethiopia 

was poor; it didn’t have adequate financial strength to sustain a protracted war 

against a well organized military force. The treasury had been depleted due to 

corruption and poor management. The Italians took advantage of this to attack 

and conquer Ethiopia. 

The abdication and the flight of Emperor Haile Selassie into exile on the 2nd 

May 1936 demoralized the Ethiopian fighters. The soldiers felt betrayed by their 

national leader. The vacuum created by the Emperor’s fight was exploited by the 

Italians to invade and occupy Ethiopia. 

It was the Wal Wal incidence which sparked off the war between Italy and 

Ethiopia. WalWal was a group of wells located 60 miles inside Ethiopia form 

the Somali boarder. In 1934, Italian troops marched inside Ethiopia and 

occupied Wal Wal. Ethiopians saw this as provocative move by Italia. The 

Ethiopian troops responded by firing at the Italian troops by killing some and 

wounding others. 

The matter was referred to the League of Nations for peaceful settlement since 

both Italy and Ethiopia were members of the League. Italy’s demand for 

compensation for the death of its soldiers at Wal Wal form Ethiopia was rejected 

by Ethiopia. Mussolini used this as an excuse for war. In 1935 he ordered the 



Italian troops to invade the kingdom of Ethiopia. By 1936, Italy had defeated 

and occupied it. This occupation lasted until 1941. 

Questions 

1. Discuss the factors that led to the Italo-Ethiopian Crisis of 1935. 

2. To what extent did Benito Mussolini contribute to the Italo-Ethiopian 

crisis of 1935? 

3. Account (give reasons) for the Italian invasion of Ethiopia in 19. 

CONSQUENCES OF THE ITALO ETHIOPIAN CRISIS. 

The Italo-Ethiopian Crisis led to the formation of a Querrilla movement in 

Ethiopia called the “Black lions Mov’t. It was formed by Ethiopian educated 

masses (graduates) and this was a Querrilla movement formed with a leged aim 

of promoting instability towards the Italian government in Ethiopia and to resist 

the foreign army throughout the years of conquest (1935-1941). It is therefore 

important to note that due to the efforts of the movement some parts of 

Ethiopian territory were not occupied by Italy. 

Development of infrastructure in Ethiopia. There was construction of more than 

2000 miles of first class roads, hospitals, schools and town buildings. All this 

was made possible because Italy had sent men and money to develop these 

public projects and by 1939, the Italian governments had given Ethiopia. More 

than 10,000 million pounds. This improved people’s welfare. 

Emperor Haille Sellasie became very popular and charismatic leaders among the 

black Africans e.g. He achieved a warm reception from Kwame Nkrumah of 

Ghana and Jomo Kenyatta of Kenya while in Britain. This signified more unity 

of Africa. Therefore the conquest of Ethiopia by Italy attracted a big number of 

Africans both within and in diaspora (outside Africa) who sympathized with her 

and supported Ethiopia through provision of moral and material support e.g. 

Ethiopia obtained  support from the blacks in USA, Britain and West Indies. 

Ethiopia became one of the founders of the United Nation Organisation (UNO) 

in 1945. After the World War II, big powers like Britain, France and USA 



invited Ethiopia and made her a member of this world body. Ethiopia’s 

involvement in this body and co-operation with these powers was seen as an 

attempt to compensate her for the ruthless fascist (Itation) rule and to uplift the 

countries image in World affairs. On this note, the USA president Roosevelt 

Franklin and the Ethiopian Emperor became inseparable leaders. In the period 

after this war, Ethiopia depended so much on the USA. 

The crisis led to promotion of African Nationalism. In the year 1939, the 

conflict between Italy and Ethiopia was also extended to Rome the Italian 

capital where  a colorful celebration was organized to mark the first anniversary 

of its conquest to Ethiopia. Zerai Ders who was made to attend this celebration 

as he was taken to Italy to be shown to the very important Italian government 

officials as one who had surrendered.  To the Italian disappointment, Zerai 

Deres became empowered by Nationalism, pulled out a Ceremonial sword and 

killed fire fascist (Italian) leaders before he was killed. For Zerai to do this Kind 

of action, he was inspired by a golden statue of the “lion of Judah.” This statue 

had been taken by the Italians from Ethiopia. This signified African 

Nationalism. 

The church in Ethiopia also responded critically and very sharply to the Italian 

invasion.  The church in Ethiopia helped to promote resistance against Italy in 

two ways it associated with the Italian nationalists who were resisting Italian 

aggression, also provided financial assistance to them. The Italian officials 

hoped that the church would condemn the nationalists but it did not. 

There was destruction of lives and properly on the side of the Ethiopians. Gas 

plane bombas and heavy guns were used by Italians to crash Ethiopian 

resistance towards their rule. There was much destruction of both property and 

lives in the Ethiopian villages e.g. The Ethiopian educated masses who were 

working with Emperor sellasie were murdered. Italians killed 3000 Ethiopian 

educated masses including the priests e.g. Bishop Petros who was publically 

executed in Addis-Ababa in Ethiopia because of the support they rendered to the 



Ethiopian nationalists in form of moral and material gains e.g. Guns. It is worth 

noting that many Ethiopians were turning into refugees in neighboring countries 

like Sudan. 

Looting of Ethiopian treasures/wealth. The Italians occupation of Ethiopia led to 

the looting of Ethiopian treasures. An example of such treasures was the golden 

statue of the lion of Judah. Trophies including swords . The golden  statue was 

taken  to the Italian Capital Rome. This deprived Ethiopia  of its rich culture and 

wealth. 

The Italo-Ethiopian crisis caused depopulation in Ethiopia. This is evidenced in 

the Grazian Massacre of 1937. This was a relevant example of how Italians were 

too harsh to the Ethiopian resistor attempted to assassinate the Italian 

commander by the name of Grazian who succeeded in escaping the 

assassination. The commander responded by ordering random killing. 

Thousands of innocent civilians were put to death. Their hornes and property 

were destroyed as well. This kind of action showed Ethiopians how primitive 

the Italians were. Very useful human resource (man power) perished during this 

wafincident leading to depopulation. 

Italians succeeded in laying a foundation for future conflicts between Ethiopia 

and Somalia by transferring Wal-Wal to Somalia and which originally belonged 

to Ethiopia and also through recruiting many Somalese to fight against Ethiopia. 

Italy used one  Sect of Africans like Somalis against others like Ethiopians to 

see to it that Ethiopians would not join hands with Somalia instead the two 

would fight each other. 

 Fascism was implemented in  Ethiopia hence Ethiopia became the first victim. 

This was a political thinking or view that stronger nations should expand at the 

Expense of weak powers (one). It was guided by permanent struggles. It 

believed that peace was evil and was connected to violence. This gave Italy a 

chance to exploit the tribal tensions in Ethiopia e.g. The Amhara always 



conflicted with the galla. The Italians exploited such conflicts to destroy the 

unity that existed among the Ethiopians. 

Ethiopia was defeated by the Italians colonial army. Italy was able to occupy 

most of Ethiopia till 1941. Ethiopia lost her Independence and was turned into a 

territory. This defeat of Ethiopia showed the weakness Emperor Henille 

Sellase’s regime. It revealed the military inadequancy and economic 

backwardness of the state which had been in existence for over 2000 years. The 

rest of the African states lost pride in Ethiopia due to loss of her Independence 

to Italy. This discredited the Ethiopian people and their government throughout 

the whole World. 

Emperor Haille Sellesie was forced into exile. On May 2nd, 1936 Herille Sellase 

together with some of his nobles left Addis- Ababa by train for Djibouti in 

French Somali land. He took a fight under severe panic to Britain for refuge 

until 1941 when Italy was defeated by Ethiopia. While in exile, Sellasie severely 

and widely decampaigned the Italian imperialism. 

The crisis interfered with the territorial integrity (ones) of Ethiopia. As a result 

of the crisis, the map of Ethiopia was re-drawn. Ethiopia became divided into 

four pronvinces by the Italians i.e. Amhara, Shoa, Galla Sedamo and Haron. 

Wal Wal ( Orgaden) which was part of Ethiopia  was transferred to Somalia. 

These pronvinces were created based on ethemic lines which bred /produced 

tribal nationalism. This led to the emergency of the largest political conflict ever 

formed in the whole of Africa. 

It helped Italy to solve its serious economic problem at home. 60,000 workers 

were sent to Ethiopia to work on construction of public projects like roads, 

schools and hospitals. 

It led to the final collapse of the League of Nations. Although it continued 

surviving till 1945. The war gave it a final blow from which it never recovered 

any more. At the end of World War II, the League was replaced with a more 

powerful body that was the United Nations Organisation. (U.N.O)  



 

FACTORS THAT LED TO THE DEFEAT OF ETHIOPIA IN 1936. 

1. Lack of coordination. 

2. Ethiopians lacked adequate military hardware (weapons). 

3. Lack of training. 

4. Economic backwardness. 

5. Division (disunity) in Ethiopia. 

6. Poor military strategy. 

7. The gap between the Ethiopian army and the Masses. 

8. Haile Sellasies dictatorship. 

9. Italians used divide and conquer tasks. 

10. The unfair Anglo-French arms embargo against Italy and Ethiopia. 

11. The overwhelming support Italians gave Mussolini. 

12. Italians got support from Somalia and Eritrea. 

13. The Ethiopians had poor military intelligence network. 

14. The flight of Emperor Sellasie. 

15. The weakness of the League of Nations. 

16. The determination of the Italians. 

17. Ignoring of Emperor Sellasies Querilla war tactics of organized retreat. 

 

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS AND THE ITALO- ETHIOPIAN CRISIS. 

The League of Nations was as World Umbrella body charged with the 

responsibility of monitoring international peace after World War one in 1919. 

On October 1935, Italy attacked Ethiopia that was also a member of the League 

of Nations and annexed it on 9th May 1936. 

This Italian attack on Ethiopia is known as the Italo-Ethiopian crisis and is 

partly blamed on the League of Nations that had the Mandate of keeping peace 

among member states and protecting the sovereignty of member states like 

Ethiopia. The L.O.N was therefore inactive in enforcing its Mandate as follows. 



The League of Nations per sued an appeasement policy towards Mussolini. 

When Mussolini attacked Ethiopia, no practical steps were undertaken to 

prevent such foreign aggression and therefore the weakness within the L.O.N 

influenced Italy to attack Ethiopia. 

In September 1931, when the Japanese Komitung army attacked China which 

was also a member of the League of Nations and annexed its province of 

Manchura, the League of Nations failed to restrain/stop Japan despite appeals 

from the Chinese nationalist government. This UN effectiveness of the League 

of Nations gave encouragement to Mussolini to plan a similar act of aggression 

against Ethiopia. 

In December 1934, when Ethiopia and Italian forces clashed briefly at Wal-Wal, 

to the League but the League of nations did not resolve the conflict. Thus from 

this time Italy got an excuse to attack Ethiopia and in 1935, the Italians built up 

their military forces in Eritrea (Wal-Wal) and Somalia for action against 

Ethiopia hence on 3rd October 1935 Italy attacked Ethiopia. 

Seeing that Italy had started a massing troops  and stock pilling supplies for the 

invasion of Ethiopia, in January 1935, Haille Sellasie appealed to the League of 

nations for help to keep peace but the League of nations did not intervene to 

keep peace letting Italy free to attack Ethiopia. 

In 1935 when Ethiopia placed orders for arms from Belgium, Britain and France 

and Czechoslorakia, the League of Nations imposed an embego on arms for both 

Italy and Ethiopia. This denied Ethiopia a chance to get arms which were 

urgently needed for the war. The possibility of winning the war shifted/tilted in 

favor of Italy because Italy could produce her own weapons and already had 

pilled some at Wal-Wal and consequently the  embargo encouraged Italy to 

attack Ethiopia.  

Because of the League of Nations failure to intervene in the above occasions on 

3rd October 1935, Mussolini’s bombing planes attacked Adowa in Ethiopia and 



Italy’s invading armies entered Ethiopia through Eritrea-Wal Wal and Somalia 

and the conquest was accomplished in May 1936. 

Questions. 

1. “It is the League of Nations that is blamed for the Italo-Ethiopian Crisis” 

Discuss. 

2. To what extent can the League of Nations be blamed for the Italo-

Ethiopian Crisis? 

THE IMPACT OF THE ITALO-ETHIOPIAN CRISIS ON THE 

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF PAN AFRICANISM AND 

AFRICAN NATIONALISM. 

The invasion of Ethiopia by Italy had a tremendous effect on the 

development of Pan Africanism and African Nationalism as it shocked 

African Nationalists both in Africa and the Diaspora. This invasion was 

conceived as a violation of territorial integrity of the only African state that 

had escaped colonial occupation and one which  had been held as a symbol 

of African respect and Independence and also regarded as a link with African 

Past. 

Now that Ethiopia had  lost her Independence  under Italian leadership 

nationalists were filled with rage and this is the reason why funds were raised 

to help the black lions movement. Nationalists like Nkurumah of Mussolini’s 

invasion of Ethiopia by all Intelligent Africans Kenyatta of Kenya also a 

nationalist refused to share off his beards as a sign of support for Ethiopian 

cause. He promised to remove it only when Ethiopia was left free. 

Other African nationalists learnt a lot from the Italo-Ethiopian Crisis. The 

conquest of the Ethiopia by Italy made Africans a aware that the struggle was 

between the Whites and blacks and since Italy which was composed of 

whites  was defeated by Ethiopia  in 1941 and  Ethiopia was composed of 

blacks, other African countries  were inspired to resist their colonial masters 

with hope for similar victory as they began to reason that “ if Ethiopia could 



be set free today, what  about the rest tomorrow?”. This kind of attitude 

propelled or instigated African political awareness to a very high level. It is 

important to note that struggles in Kenya, Tanzania, Algeria and 

Mozambique were inspired by the success of Ethiopian struggle against 

Italian aggression in 1941. 

It promoted an avenue to condemn colonial rule. Italy’s attack on Ethiopia 

provided an opportunity to African nationalists to openly criticize the 

Whiteman and his evils. A Lagos meeting issued a resolution asking the 

British government to check Italy’s expansionist policy in Ethiopia. A 

Nigerian nationalist Namidi Azikiwe wrote an article and this article 

questioned the relevance of spreading Christianity through Bombs, Planes, 

poison gas to an already Christian kingdom like Ethiopia and he further 

condemned Italian attack on an Independent State of Ethiopia which was a 

fellow member of the League of Nations. However, African Nationalists 

generally began to make attacks on colonialism and its conquest evils. They 

cautioned Africans to keep up the anti colonial struggle. 

Loss of public Confidence in the League of Nations. Mussolinis’ invasion in 

Ethiopia and the encouragement he got from the League of Nations made the 

public to lose credit in Ethiopia and the encouragement he got from the 

league of Nations made the public to lose credit for the League of Nations for 

it had failed to put a stop on Mussolinis aggression yet it had all the powers 

to do so.  The League collapsed and U.N.O. was formed in 1945 after World 

War II and this organization brought hope to the Africans seeking 

Independence since its principal charter called for re-enforcement of 

decolonization or the ending of colonial rule which Africans monopolized to 

agitate for self government. 

It increased African revolutionary determination. Mussolinis attack on 

Ethiopia greatly increased the determination of Africans to dis-associate 

themselves from colonial rule by both Africans in Africa and those outside. 



Mzee Jomo Kenyatta of Kenya swore never to shave off his beard until 

Italians had removed their troops from Ethiopian land and Dr.Kwame 

Nkrumah interpreted Mussolini’s attack as an attack on African Nationalism. 

Further still Jomo Kenyatta while in London at the time of the invasion wrote 

an article in a monthly newspaper i.e. “The labour monthly” in 1935 called “ 

hands off Abbyssima” which greatly attracted Pan-African sympathy to the 

Ethiopian cause. This therefore made Africans more determined to get rid of 

colonial rule. 

Mistreatment during the War strengthened African Nationalism. During the 

War, Italian forces killed many Ethiopians for instance the Grazzian 

Massacre of 1937 where Grazzian ordered for the killing of innocent 

Ethiopian Masses, others were tortured like Zera Deres who was taken to 

Rome to be shown to the very important Italian officers as one who had been 

captured in the War. Many were imprisoned and others exiled to Sudan and 

Egypt then Britain. A very good example of this is Emperor Haille Sellasie 

who fled to Britain and this increased the fight with Zeal under the command 

of Ras Imuru to dislodge Italian imperialism from Ethiopia. Such fighting 

with zeal/ charisma was copied by other African nationalists elsewhere e.g. 

in Algeria, Kenya, Mozambique resulting into their Independence. 

The crisis inspired attacks from Ethiopian church. Ethiopia is one African 

country with a long tradition of Christianity dating far back as 530 AD when 

Emperor Ezama of Ethiopia made it a compulsory state religion. When 

Mussolini invaded Ethiopia, the Ethiopian clergy condemned it reasoning 

that it was not in line with Christian doctrines. In the process of condemning 

Italian aggression. The clergy stirred African Nationalism in the process by 

equipping nationalists with guns, continued associating with the nationalists 

and never condemned them like the Italians had hoped. This method of using 

Christianity to condemn colonialism was copied by nationalists outside 

Ethiopia e.g. Kenoth Kaunda of Zambia. 



Italian aggression of Ethiopia united African nationalists for a common goal, 

Mussolinic invasion of Ethiopia was viewed from a wide perspective as an 

attack on Africa. This is because Ethiopia was the pride of Africa. Since she 

was the only uncolonised African state. Nigeria formed the””Abbysima 

association” to support the Ethiopian resistance and an Ethiopian defence 

fund was launched; money was collected and then sacrificed to fight for 

Ethiopia’s Independence. Africans realized that Independence could be 

achieved through combined efforts and that is why after some very few years 

Ghana obtained Independence in 1957. Nkrumah the president convened an 

all African Conference in Aecra in 1958. His alleged aim was to bring 

Africans together in the Struggle for self government but all these lessons 

had been drawn from the Ethiopian struggles. 

It should be noted that Mussolinis invasion of Ethiopia led the foundation of 

World War II in 1935. During the War Italy, Germany, Turkey, Austria, 

Hungay and Japan (axis powers) fought against Central/ allied  powers led by 

Britain, France and U.S.A. Africans were recruited into armies of their 

colonial masters to fight in World War II on their side. During this war 

(WWII) the supremacy of the Whiteman was destroyed since Africans were 

good at commanding in the war. After their return to Africa from the War, 

the ex-service men spearheaded anti-colonial struggles in Africa. 

The role of Emperor Haille Sellasia after the Italo-Ethiopian war much as 

Emperor Sellasie was in exile in Britain, after Mussolinis attack in Ethiopia, 

he was always informed about the affairs in Ethiopia. It is no surprise that in 

1941 after Italians were driven out from Ethiopia, he resumed his role in 

Ethiopia thereafter he became a staunch nationalist. He played a vital role in 

campaigning for African Independence and unity for Africans. He evn 

chaired the Adis-Ababe conference of Independent African states of 1963 

which gave birth to the Organization of African unity (O.A.U). It is of little 

wonder that the headquarters of O.A.U are in Adis-Ababe and that he was 



elected the first chairman of the newly created O.A.U. This organization 

played an important role of leading African states to Independence e.g. 

Mozambique, Angola, Zimbabwe and South Africa. 

Africans got a platform that they would use when victimizing the whites of 

their evil deeds and even in conferences Africans used to make it clear that 

colonialism is an evil which had to be done away with collectively and it also 

inspired Africans that colonial policies like forced labour were to be 

eliminated through violence e.g.  Italian plantations in African Countries e.g. 

Somalia were boy cotted Mau-Mau emerged in Kenya to get rid of land 

confiscation. 

The Italo-Ethiopian crisis contributed to Pan-Africanism. Pan-Africanism is a 

Greek word meaning “also” Pan Africanism means “All Africans”. It is an 

expression of the desire for unity, political Independence and economic 

advancement and the revival of African culture which was undermined by 

colonial powers. Therefore, there were wide spread demonstrations and 

protests throughout the black world. In New York alone, around 20,000 

black Negros and some few white sympathizers demonstrated against Italy. 

In June 1936, Africans demonstrated in support of Haille Sellasie in London. 

It is clear therefore that the Italo-Ethiopian Crisis led to the strengthening of 

the Pan- African movement. 

Questions  

1. Discuss the origin of the Italo-Ethiopian crisis of 1935-1941. How did 

it influence the growth of African Nationalism? 

2. “The Italo-Ethiopian crisis in 1935-1941 was a turning point in the 

decolonization of Africa” Discuss. 

3. Examine the causes and consequences of the Italo-Ethiopian Crisis of 

1935-1941. 

4.  Why was Ethiopia invaded in 1935?  

5. How did this invasion reveal the weakness of the League of Nations? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF HAILE SELLASIE (1930-1974) 

Haile Sellasie was born on the 23rd July 1892 in the province of Harar 

(Amhara) to Ras Makonven the Governor of Harar province. His original 

name was Defusi Tafari. In 1911, he was made the governor of the province 

of Sidamo and later the pronvice of Harar. In 1916 he was one of the major 

personalities who over threw Emperor LIJ LYASU who had succeeded 

Emperor Menelik II in 1913. In 1916, Meneliks daughter Zeuditu was 

crowned as the Empress of Ethiopia and Tafari (Haile) became the care take 

to the Empress which increased his influence in Ethiopia. 

On 23rd November   1930 after the death of the Empress, Tafari was crowned 

as the Emperor of Ethiopia and he took on the name Haile Sellasie. He ruled 

Ethiopia for 44 years ie. 1930-1974 with a break between 1936-1941 when 

he was exiled by the Italians. 

HIS ACHIEVEMENTS: 

During his reign he brought about a number of changes socially, politically 

and economically, positive and Negative especially during his second period. 

The good contributions he made have turned him into an enlightened dispute 

whereas the bad elements have made historians argue that his return did more 

harm than good. 

Emperor Haile Sellasie attempted to promote the education sector in 

Ethiopia. Many schools were established e.g. the Rastafarian schools, Haile 

Sellasie Secondary schools. By 1961, Ethiopia had many other commercial 



agricultural and teacher training collages. In 1951, he setup the University 

Collage at Addis Ababa which later became the centre of Haile Sellasie 

University established in 1961. This was therefore a major achievement of 

Haile Sellasie. 

The Emperor also made several constitutional reforms or changes in Ethiopia 

for example in 1931; a new constitution was setup which gave people the 

right to be represented. This constitution set a parliament with two chambers 

I.e. the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies. According to the constitution, 

the members of the Senate were to be appointed by the Emperor from his 

governors of the provinces while the members of the Senate were to choose 

members to the chambers of Deputies. 

Although the constitution was not democratic enough because it put a lot of 

powers in the Emperors hands, the Ethiopian people for the first time in 

history participated in governance of their own Country by being 

represented. The Emperor later passed a constitution. This constitution gave 

greater powers to the Ethiopians above 25 years of age. The constitution also 

gave powers to the Chamber of deputies to approve the budget of the various 

ministries as well as marking Constitutional changes. The above 

Constitutional reforms helped to transform or change Ethiopia from 

Monarchical rule (Despotism) to rule of law hence an achievement by Haile 

Sellasie. 

Haile Sellasie also tried to Modernise the Ethiopian army and the  police in 

order to promote law and order in the  country. He did this by sending young 

Ethiopians to Europe to be trained as military and police officers. He also 

hired European military officers from France, Belgium and Sweden to train 

his army. He also established Military training schools    like in Addis 

Ababa. These measures helped to modernize the Ethiopian army especially 

after 1941  hence an achievement. 



He also improved the transport sector in Ethiopia. After coming back form 

exile, the Emperor attempted to construct a number of roads and railways 

aimed at promoting economic development. E.g. he constructed the Addis 

Ababa Asmara high way. Although these facilities were not equally 

distributed throughout the country, they at least led to economic development 

of the country making it an achievement. 

The Emperor ended slave trade in order to reduce the suffering of the 

Ethiopians. He did this by establishing a slavery bureau (office), setting up 

62 local offices of the slavery bureau as well as establishing a death penalty 

for the slave traders. He also established fines for the governors whose 

provinces slave trade was still being practiced such helped to stop suffering 

in Ethiopia. 

 The Emperor also promoted and expanded Christianity in Ethiopia. 

According to the 1931 Constitution, Emperor Haile Sellasie declared 

Christianity as the official state religion in Ethiopia. Christianity was further 

enforced as the only religion taught in Schools at all levels. This helped to 

promote the Christian faith in Ethiopia hence an achievement. 

The Emperor also secured large sums of foreign Aid for Ethiopia from the 

Western or Capitalist countries like Britain and USA. e.g. from 1953-1974 

USA became the main supplier of military equipments to Ethiopia largely 

because of Haille Sellasies efforts . This aid which even included money was 

very instrumental   in the development and modernization of Ethiopia hence 

an achievement. The Ethiopians were also trained both from within and 

outside Ethiopia to acquire more medical skills. He also employed foreign 

doctors, he himself personally kept visiting the hospitals to ensure that they 

were in good condition. These measures improved people’s health standards 

in Ethiopia hence an achievement. 

 The Emperor also secured  large sums of foreign Aid for Ethiopia from the 

Western or Capitalist Countries like Britain and USA e.g. from 1953-19747 



USA became the main supplier of military equipments to Ethiopia largely 

because of Haille Sellales  efforts. This aid which even included money was 

very instrumental in the development and modernization of Ethiopia hence 

an achievement. 

The Emperor also improved the health sector in Ethiopia. This was done by 

setting up government hospitals, clinics and dispensaries throughout the 

country. The Ethiopians were also trained both from within and outside 

Ethiopia to acquire more medical skills. He also employed foreign doctors he 

himself personally kept visiting the hospitals to ensure that they were in good 

condition. These measures improved people’s health standards in Ethiopia 

hence an achievement. 

Sellesie also modernized games and sports on Ethiopia. He created ministry 

charged with the responsibility of improving games and sports like football, 

netball and athletics. During his regime, Ethiopia always participated in the 

Olympic Games and registered great successes. 

He also made improvements or reforms in the civil service of Ethiopia by 

employing foreigners including his advisors. Out of this policy, skilled 

manpower was made available to carter for Ethiopia’s development and  

administration needs e.g. his legal advisor was a Swiss, his minister of 

internal  affairs was British and his financial advisors was an American. 

Although this made the Ethiopian civil service to be largely dominated by the 

foreigners it at least solved the problem of shortage of skilled manpower in 

Ethiopia hence an achievement. 

Haile Sellasie also introduced political reforms or changes by establishing 

political structures and various ministries that were corresponding to the 

problems OF Ethiopia e.g. he setup the ministry of health, commerce, war, 

foreign Affairs, Internal Affairs etc. such a system made administration and 

provision  of social services in Ethiopia easier hence an achievement. 



Emperor Haile Sellasie also tried to safe guard or protects Ethiopia’s 

independence from foreign aggression. Since the days of Emperor Menelik 

II, France, Britain and Italy were threatening Ethiopia’s independence. To 

safe guard Ethiopia’s Independence therefore, Haille Sellasie made Ethiopia 

a member of the League of Nations as a way of stopping the ambitions of 

Italy, Britain and France. However the Emperor had little success in this 

attempt. This was because of Italian invasion of Ethiopia’s Independence. 

He also played an important role in the rise of African Nationalism and the 

subsequent achievement of Independence in a number of African countries 

e.g. He extended financial assistance as well as Military training to liberation 

movements like “The spear of the Nation” which was a military wing of the 

ANC in South Africa. He was also vital in the formation of O.A.U in  1963 

which played an important role in the struggle for Independence in various 

African Countries like Namibia, South Africa etc hence an achievement. 

He established good foreign and domestic relations. This explains why the 

1960 coup organized against him   failed. Also in 1936 when he escaped to 

exile (London) several countries from both Africa and outside supported him. 

He also made Ethiopia a founder member of the UNO formed in 1945 at San 

Francisca (USA).This together with his frequent travels around the World 

promoted the Civil Aviation industry by establishing the famous Ethiopian 

Airline in 1971.  

He was also active in the promotion of Pan AFricanism i.e. the desire for 

Unity among the black people e.g. he was vital in the formation of the O.A.U 

so as to promote the activities of the PAN African movement hence 

achievement. 

Questions. 

1. Examine the achievements of Emperor Haille Sellasie. 

2. “The Ethiopian resistance to imperialism and return of Haille Sellasie 

in 1941 created more problems than good in Ethiopia. “ Discuss” 



3. Discuss the achievements and Failure of Haille Sellasie in Ethiopia. 

 

 

THE 1974 COUP-DE-TAT AND FAILURES OF EMPEROR HAILLE 

SELLASIE: 

Though he introduced great reforms in Ethiopia, Emperor Sellasie had some 

serious failures which caused a bloody Military coup detat on 12th September 

1974 which toppled him after 44 years since 1930. Because of continued 

general economic social and political backwardness, the spirit and 

commitment to overthrow the emperor remained and February 1974 marked 

the climax when the army, mainly Junior officers of the peasantry origin 

mutinied and ericted Senior officers from office. There followed serious    

demonstrations across the Country organized by Urban workers, taxi drivers, 

University students and rural peasants later on September 12th 1974, the 

emperor was over thrown and failed. 

CAUSES OF THE COUP/REVOLUTION. 

1. The Ethiopians were fed up with foundalism. The elite Ethiopians 

decampeigned monarchism as out fashioned and a symbol of backwardness. 

Besides the monarchy’s land tenure system was hated due to its un fairness 

e.g. most of the land especially in the South belonged to the privileged 

nobles, the church and aristocrats. When the elites drew the agenda for the 

coup, peasants quickly joined. 

2. Religious grievances. Having declared Christianity as the official religion of 

the Ethiopian state, the emperor went ahead to favour Christians who were 

mostly Amharas occupying most government departments. They could even 

be assigned to rule over Muslim dominated areas such as Eritrea and 

Ogadem provinces. This caused tension as they cherished eating pork and 

taking wine which in the opinion of Muslims were Satanic. 



3. Ethnic factors also contributed to the comp. The emperor opening favoured 

his tribe mates, the Amhara at the expense of other tribes. The Amhara 

occupied most key posts in government when other tribes were largely 

landless e.g. the Galla, Tigrey. The emperor was hated for only promoting 

the Amharic culture. 

4. The Emperors brutal suppression of student’s demonstrations. In 1960 and 

1971 students of Haille Sellasie University demonstrated against the 

deteriorating standards of living in response the emperor deployed police 

which harshly arrested, injured and even killed some students. This could not 

solve the problem and students concerns hence 1974 coup. 

5. The influence of educated Ethiopians partly led to the coup students who 

studied from Europe sponsored by the emperor witnessed democratic 

governance. On return they challenged the emperor on grounds of 

chetatorship, non constitutionalism, corruption, misappropriation, tribalism 

and demanded for change hence the coup. 

6. Rampant corruption and embezzlement. Government officials who were 

mostly from Amhara tribe were obsessed with accumulating personal wealth 

at the expense of the Ethiopia’s masses. The emperor himself was believed to 

have more kilograms of gold in the Swiss bank than even some European 

rulers. He embezzled a lot of dollars and hid it in foreign banks instead of 

using it to establish projects for income and employment generation at home. 

7. Grievances in the Army. The peasant and junior officers in the army fought 

endless wars yet awards went to senior officials. They were paid low salaries 

and suffered poor general welfare. The elite soldiers saw Sellasie as blocking 

the modernization of the army which they blamed on the 1936 Italian victory. 

These grievances remained un resolved and the courageous army officials 

sought answers in the coup. 

8. The impact of the 1972-74 famine also led to the coup. The worst hit areas 

were shoa, wollo and Gondor region where an estimated 200,000 people 



perished. The government of Sellasie first ignored the catastrophe and at a 

later time chose to conceal it. However what annoyed the masses was that the 

emperor had been fore warned but took no action. He mercilessly dealt with 

any citizen who talked about the famine. All these aroused /piled up deep 

anger among both the civilians and soldiers which resulted in the 1974 coup. 

9. Dictatorship. Both the 1931 and 1955 constitutions gave a lot of powers to 

the emperor promoting criticism from the elite class.  One of the concerns 

was that the two constitutions did not grant political party activities. This 

situation could not create patience among nationalists and hence the coup 

was ineritable in 1974. 

10. The desire to bring an end to the extream war of independence/succession. 

Eritreans for over a decade fought a bitter secession war seeking to be 

Independent of Ethiopia. Fighting continued to claim a lot of lives and 

destroying property with many Ethiopians opting for peace talks. Instead the 

emperor continued fighting, offering no option for negotiation. The elite 

fumor army officers who were tired of war masterminded the coup to end the 

long time suffering in the endless war. 

11.  The failure to solve the Ogaden question. There was a wish to secede by the 

people of Ogaden province. They lived in the South along the border with 

Somalia and wanted to be part of the Somali Nation. The impatient emperor 

opened fire on them instead of negotiation.  His iron first action was not 

welcomed by most elite Ethiopians who in turn hatched a plan to overthrow 

him. 

12. The desire and greed for power. Many young military generals of peasant 

origin simply wanted to be in charge of the state with bigger powers than 

they had. They included Mongistu Haille Mariam, Jafari Bate and Amam 

Andron. 

13. The influence of the super power ideologies (cold war politics). Ethiopia was 

highly under the influence of the USA which prompted the Soviet Umon 



(USSR) to instigate /support fumor officers to stage a socialist coup. After all 

those were the days when the Western block was fiercely and desperately 

competing with the Eastern block. The Souet Union therefore supported the 

1974 coup in order to have a share in the strategic location of the Horn of 

Africa and it was successful. 

14. The Impact of other coups also had a hand in the 1974 coup. They included 

the 1952 coup in Egypt, 1965 coups in Congo and Algeria, the 1966 and 

1972 coups in Ghana the 1969 coup in Libya, 1971 coup in Uganda. These 

coups were successful which inspired the 1974 coup. The desire to end 

foreign influence. The emperor had employed foreigners from Britain, 

France, Switzerland and Soviet Union or USSR as his top advisers amidst 

unemployed citizen graduates who were sure they had the capacity to do the 

work allocated to foreigners. In the case of America, it even had an air base 

in Kagnew. This annoyed Ethiopian nationalists who wanted full 

Independence and thus decided to organize the 1974 coup which ousted 

Emperor Sellasie. 

 

 

 

 

PAN AFRICANISM 

It is a Greek word meaning ‘all so’.  Pan Africanism means “all Africans”. The 

concept of Pan Africanism refers to the movement for African advancement 

launched in the 20th Century. It is an expression of the desire for unity political 

independence and economic advancement and the revival of the African 

Cultural heritage undermined by colonial powers. 

Pan Africanisim also involves a spirit of unity of the black people. It upholds 

their rights to self determination in Africa and the search for African digining 



and emancipation. It also concerns the idea of African cultural Unity born 

among the American regress in the 20th Century. 

Pan Africanism is the fundamental right of the black peoples to be free 

independent and not to be disturbed by those people who preached the 

acceptance of colonialism. 

Among the fundamental founders of the Pan African movement included; 

Marlns, Gurvey, Dr. W.B Rubois. George Padmore, Henry Sylvester, Williams 

Bhylen and Edward Wilmont. All these intellectrols of the African origin were 

in diaspora therefore the first form of Pan Africanism was not directly concerned 

with Africans on the Blackmans continent but it was concerned with the black 

communities in diasporal exile (other continents other than Africa) i.e. those 

who were in America, Carribbeans Negroes West Indies and Latin American 

blacks Jamencens etc. All these communities have their origins in Africa. These 

blacks in daispora had come from many black comities and cultures but they lost 

their languages and cultures during slave trade. Those who were liberated from 

slavery were united by American segregation and all sorts of suffering. 

AIMS OF THE PAN-AFRICAN MOVEMENT. 

1. To promote the interests of all Africans both in diaspora and Africa. 

2. To decampaign racial segregation in all its manifestations. 

3. Promote and foster unity among Africans both in Africa and outside. 

4. Eradicate colonialism and Neo-colonialism (imperialism). 

5. To uplift the living standards of Africans and avoid economic exploitation 

by the volutes. 

6. To promote the sovereignty and territorial integration and independence 

of African states. 

7. To transfer technology and skilled manpower from diaspora to Africa and 

ensure her development. 

The first Pan African conference was convened in July 1900/23rd -25th in 

London. It was organized by Henry Sylvester Williams of W. Indies a lawyer 



from Tririnided. It was attended by few delegates from the African continent but 

many of the delegates came from America and W. Indies. Most of them were 

students in London and among them were Dr. E. Burghard Dubois, an 

outstanding Negroe scholar and a writer who became the farther and prophet of 

Pan-Africanism. 

The main objectives of the conference included the following;  

1. To provide a foresm through which protest against European aggression, 

against other races especially black people could be voiced. 

2. To bring people of African descents throughout the world into closer touch 

with each other and establish friendly relations between the Europeans and 

African races. 

3. To appeal to an end to European colonialism and exploitation of Africa. They 

also wanted to initiate a movement for security to all Africans. 

4. It also aimed at protesting against the stealing of land in the colonies by 

colonial powers and against racial discrimination. 

Other Pan African conferences were held after 1900 conference e.g. in 1919, 

the conference was held in Pans between  17th -19th February when European 

powers were also having a meeting to discuss the future of Europe  after 

world war I. 

The third conference was held in September 1921 at three centre’s i.e. In 

London, Paris and Brussels. 

The fourth conference was held in November- December 1927. It demanded 

for the right of the black people to speak of themselves for their respective 

governments and the right to learn. They also asked the World to treat blacks 

as people. After 1927, Pan –Africanism lapsed for almost 20 years. 

 

WHY DIDN’T PAN AFRICANISM HAVE SERIOUS IMPACT 

ON AFRICA BEFORE 1945? 



1. It was due to the colonial master’s negative attitude towards the objective of 

the movement. This was because of the Europeans wanted to intensify their 

colonial exploitation especially because of the economic depression of the 

1920’s in Europe. 

2. There was total lack of consciousness among the Africans for independence. 

This discouraged the leaders of the movement. 

3. The already independent states in the continent such as Liberia, Ethiopia and 

Egypt lacked practical action. 

4.  There was lack of a propaganda base and therefore no machinery to convey 

information to colonial Africa. It was not after the independence of Ghana 

and the Egyptian Revolution that Africa acquired the Independence and 

indigerous base. 

5. The movement was also dominated by intellectuals who did not mobilize the 

masses. These were middle class intellectuals and bourgeoisie regroes who 

were Fust reformists by the 1920’s. 

6. Assimilation policy in French West Africa had made Africans to forget that 

they were blacks by descent so the gospel of Pan- Africanism fell on a rocky 

ground. Africans here were more concerned about the acquisition of French 

cultures and citizenship. 

7. The Pan-African conferences were always organized from European and 

always organized from European and American cities. Very few Africans 

could afford to reach there due to poverty. 

8. At the beginning of the 20th Century, Africa had not yet produced elites. 

Illiteraly was still too dorminant. It was not until 1940’s that people like 

Nkrumah Patrice Immumba, Naimoh  Agikiwe came to the  scene  as elites  

them Pan-Africanism became  instrumental in Africa. 

9. Ideological differences among Pan African leaders e.g. others wanted all 

Africans in diaspora   to be brought back to Africa and form an African 

nation state while others were opposed e.g. the back to Africa movement 



Marlns Garvey was opposed by Dubios. Dubios believed that regroes in the 

outside of Africa should fight to establish themselves and their rights in exile 

while Garvey insisted that their only future lay in return to Africa. 

10. The movement was also dominated by students who were studying in Europe 

and USA who had no resources and others were even political exiles. 

11. African representatives in the conferences were very few up to 1945 when 

people like Julius Nyerere of Tanzania,Jomo Kenyatta of Kenya, Nkurumah 

of Ghana and Patrice Lumumba of Congo came up. 

12. The colonial regime did not allow Africans to organize movements which 

were opposed to colonial rule yet the idea of Pan-Africanism embraced self 

determination. 

13. The divide and rule policy of Europeans colonial powers also delayed the 

movement to take route. There was virtually no communication/co-operation 

between Africans in Britain, Italy, Spanish, French and portugress colonies 

Africans in each colony were more concerned with issues which were where 

particular to their respective  interests eg. Land alienation in Kenya equality 

in appointments to institutions in French W. Africa. 

14. The African colonies at that time had no common goal. In French W. Africa, 

Africans had been granted most of their specific demands that Africans in 

other colonies were fighting for. So Africans in French colonies were not 

very much concerned with the politics of Pan-Africanism because they were 

almost autonomous. 

15. The rise of Negritude also created a parallel to the Pan-African movement 

Negritude was a movement formed by French speaking people-Africans 

students in paris. The movement was formed to challenge the French 

assimiliation policy. It stressed the unity of black people and of all humanity. 

However, it left blacks confused of what to follow, Pan-Africanism or 

Negritude. It also put the W. African intellectuals in their own category. 



16. The problem of W. Indian and Black American dorminance. So the 

conferences were far from being truly representative of African opinion. This 

is preunmably why Nkrumah later argued that these conferences were 

concerned with Black Nationalism rather than African nationalism. 

17. The movement in 1920’s was concerned with social than political 

improvement. They had a limited political vision. The movement remained 

idealistic only using writing rather than active realistic means eg. Fighting 

and dealing with African problems. 

18. Despite the above mentioned limitations to the activism of the 1920’s, the 

movement went some way towards putting the African case to the world. 

 

WHAT FACTORS FAVOURED THE GROWTH OF PAN-

AFRICANISM AFTER 1945? 

The granting of independence to Ghana, in 1957 inspired other African 

countries to join and take the movement serious. It also led to the stepping up 

of the Pan-Africanist activities both in Africa and diaspora. It also provided a 

base for holding the Pan-African conferences on the African soil, It also 

provided a media base in Accra where Pan African ideas could be 

disseminated to the whole continent and provided a new leadership under 

Nkrumah who was a true Pan Africanist. 

The requisition of independence by Asian states such as Burma in 1948, India in 

1947 and the assistance which they gave to the Pan African leaders also 

favoured the growth of the movement. 

There were also changing colonial conditions and attitudes after 1945 because of 

the political and economic effects of World War II. The African nationalists 

were determined to look for independence by all means. All these strengthened 

the Pan African Movements. 

The formation of the United Nations and the support given by United Nations to 

the African National Movement also strengthened it. It supported the idea of 



equality of all human beings irrespective of origin. The ideas of their United 

Nations were in line with those of the P.A.M. 

The rise of the communist bloc aided the growth of Pan- Africanism. The 

Eastern bloc provided aid to African Nationalists to fight against colonialism 

e.g. Angola and Mozambique which were assisted by Russia, Cuba and China. 

The presence of unity minded Africans/blacks in the diaspora eg. Sylvester 

Williams, Marlins Gervey, Dubios etc. These not only wrote literature about the 

African cause but also convened conferences like the Manchester conference 

which united the Africans hence Pan- Africanism. 

Western education also enlightened the Africans, gave them common languages, 

foresight, boldness and skills of reading the world events as they un folded 

which resulted into Pan-Africanism. 

The role of the press and media after 1945 where several news papers like the 

West African pilot,   Aecra evening news etc emerged and spread Pan-African 

ideas. 

The signing of the Atlantic Charter 1941 which called for self determination and 

sovereign sights to all nations also made the Africans to unite as the colonialists 

were not given way to continue colonizing Africa. 

The formation of the organization of African Unity OAU in 1963 was also a 

step in the growth of Pan-Africanisim. It united not only the 32 countries that 

were independent by 1963 but all those that got independence thereafter. 

The apartheid policy of South Africa also united the black race. The un told 

suffering, misery and endless denial of human rights to blacks all over the 

World resulting into Pan-Africanism as Africans struggled to find a common 

solution. 

 

 

THE MANCHESTER CONFERENCE 1945. 



The fifth Pan-African conference was held at Manchester from 15th-18th October 

1945. The conference was mainly padmoves idea but it was largely organized by 

Manconen and presided over by Dubois. It was called soon after the end of the 

World War II. Among the delegates who attended included Kerame Nkrumah a 

gold crest, Leopold Senghor of Senegal, Hersting Kamnign Banda of Malawi, 

Jomo Kenyatta of Kenya, Peter Abrahams of South Africa and Nnamiah 

Ajikiwe. 

In summary, the conference was attended by over 200 delegates and the most 

important item on the agenda was the race question to a level that even Dubois 

declared that the problem of the 20th century is the problem of the colour line. 

The relation of the danker to the lighter races of man in Asia and Africa, 

America and the Islands of the sea”. The grievances discussed at unite all blacks 

to fight imperialism and colonialism (total decolonization), to fight apartheid, 

slavery and social insecurity. 

The Manchester conference passed a number of significant resolutions towards 

the development of African Nationalism and Pan-Africanisim. These were as 

follows; 

1. The Manchester conference unlike the previous ones  which addressed 

themselves to colonial improvement in the system un comprisingly 

demanded for autonomy and independence “ We demand for black African 

autonomy and independence” 

2. The delegates also resolved to fight in every way they can for freedom, 

democracy and social betterment. The delegates advised colonised peoples to 

fight for these ends by all means at their disposal. This acted as a challenge 

to the colonial powers. It emphasized even the vise of the force to achieve 

their desired goals. 

3. After the Manchester Conference, the struggle against imperialism was now 

to be fought in Africa rather than in Western Europe. Conferences, African 

leaders men of action now took over the movement many of whom  



subsequently participated in the anti-colonial struggle and some of whom 

owned themselves in the top leadership positions i.e. Kwame Nkrumah, 

Jomo Kenyatta, Kamugu Banda, Leopold Senghor, all of them agreed to 

come back to Africa and fight  for independence so, the conference produced 

a new breed of leaders who became  busy with extra continental affairs. 

4. The conference also provided an inspiration to the intending anti-colonial 

struggle and set the time for subsequent anti colonial declaration at future 

conference like the banding conference and at the United Nations conference 

in 1960. The banding conference denounced Colonialism as it was attended 

by nationalists from Sudan, Ghana, and Libya etc. It resulted into the 

formation of the Non- aligned movement which gave full support to African 

Nationalists. 

5. There was development of a awareness among English speaking African 

Nationalists that the colonialists had to be fought  by action ( active means) 

in Africa and not by political maneuvering in European capitals so the 

struggle now became based at home in Africa where the enemy was the 

colonial master. This accelerated the growth and development of modern 

African Nationalism and Pan-Africanism. 

6. At the 1945 conference, African Nationalists came into contact with each 

other e.g. Nkrumah worked closely with Jomo Kenyatta and had meetings 

with Africans from French West Africa such as Sedor Senghor, Houphoet 

Biogey. This created and increased co-ordination among African Nationalists 

and they gave assistance and strategy to each other. African students also 

came into contact with W. Indies and American blacks. 

7. The political conscience of African students was aroused and whenever they 

met they fast talked about politics of nationalism and colonial liberation 

movements. 

8. African nationalists also acquired an elite leadership since the Western 

educated Africans agreed among themselves to come back and organize/ 



mobilize the masses in their respective countries e.g. Kenyatta returned in 

1946 and Nkrumah also returned in 1947, etc. 

9. Pan-Africanism for the first time became predominantly and African 

expression in representation. The African component appeared to have been 

the largest at the conference. The conference emphasized African 

Nationalism, thus it sowed organizational seeds for the transfer of the 

movement to African soil in 1950s. 

10. After 1945, Pan-Africanism arrived at home and it led to popularity. Pan 

African movement became an expression of African Nationalism rather than 

Black Nationalism the World over. 

11. It was agreed that effective mobilization of the masses was to work 

subsequently political parties emerged which spear headed independence. 

12. The delegates also called for unity among themselves. They also called for 

unity among the colonial powers in all territories as a means of comber ting 

colonialism and a accomplishing several economic emancipation in Africa. 

The conference forged instruments for positive action mentioned as strikes 

and boylotts in order to press their clarim before the colonial powers. 

13. The 1945 African conference was also more representative compared to the 

previous ones. The earlier ones represented individuals but the 1945 Pan-

African conference represented a variety of interests’ i.e. Political activities, 

co-operatives, students, teachers, youth welfare, farmers and trade Unions 

hence Nkrumah described the conference as a mass movement of Africa for 

Africans. 

 

FAILURES OF THE 1945 PAN-AFRICAN CONFERENCE. 

There was almost a complete absence of French West African participants. This 

was because of language difference, poor mobilization, the French assimilation 

policy and most of the French Nationalists were communists. They were also 

heavily involved in the French working class politic. The African French 



Nationalists were also attached to French parliamentary institutions and wanted 

to achieve French citizenship rather than independence. This led to later 

differences over the unity of Africa. 

After 1945, there was an apparent lull in Pan African conference was planned to 

take place after the 1945 conference. It laid no programme for future 

conferences not until the all African people’s conferences of April and 

December 1958 organized by Nkrumah in Aecra. It left no plan of Action of 

uniting Africans through conferences. 

During this period, the African Nationalists also concentrated on the African 

Federation approach. The principle of liberation reached at Manchester was left 

to apply and to be implemented by individual cases. 

During the Manchester conference, the Pan-Africanists did not launch a Pan-

African fund, so the movement was caterilled by poverty. 

It failed to organize a continental political party to act as the main political 

instrument. Instead it urged Africans in diasporal to return to their respective 

territories. 

It also shifted emphasis away from centinentalism to revivalism especially in 

West Africa. Instead of setting a Pan-African congress secretariat as Nkrumah 

had advocated, a West African secretariat was set up in 1945 to deal with the 

colonial question thus dividing the continent and encouraging regional 

groupings. 

This conference betrayed the concept of Pan-Africanism. Before this 

conference, the Pan-Africanist wanted a pan African continental nation state (the 

United States of Africa). However, this was made off by the outcome of the 

conference which emphasized territorial national independence. 

Questions: 

1. Account for the development of Pan-Africanism in Africa between 1945 

and 1963. 



2. Assess the contribution of the Manchester conference of October 1945 to 

the growth of Pan Africanism. 

3. How relevant is the concept of Pan-Africanism today? 

 

 

 

 

ASIAN INDEPENDENCE 

IMPACT OF ASIAN STATES ON THE GROWTH OF AFRICAN 

NATIONALISM. 

Asia just like Africa suffered from colonial rule. European powers that ruled 

much of Africa were nearly the same powers which were ruling in Asian 

countries Britain, France and Portugal were in Africa as well as in Asia. They 

took interest to colonise these areas in Africa and Asia because of a number of 

reasons including economic motives like looking for raw materials. 

However, the Asian countries were ahead of Africa in the win of their 

Independence from foreign rule. They struggled using both peaceful and 

military means to gain Independence. The Asian countries started to play a very 

great role in the process of decolonizing Africa from European rule. 

The Asian countries which affected the ideology trained skills and morale 

boosted African Independence struggles. The Asian countries that were 

instrumental in the process include India, Japan, Vietriam, Indonesia, and China. 

THE ROLE OF INDIA ON THE GROWTH OF AFRICAN 

NATIONALISM. 

1. India was ruled by Britain. It was the largest and most important British 

colony in the whole world and it was also the most populated British Colony. 

It was a very large source of raw materials and market for British Industries. 

Just like any other colony, Britain did what it could to exploit the resources 

of India. In the process of exploiting these resources, the Indian population 



was subjected to colonial oppression. The women for example were violated 

and low prices were paid to crop producers. These negative policies called 

for Indian reaction and this led to Indian Nationalism. 

2. India chose to use peaceful means to get Independence. The man being the 

choice to use peaceful means was Mahatima Ghandi. He had realized the 

weakness of India and had to choose peaceful means. Peaceful means in the 

case of India were like sitting on roads to prevent traffic laws, sending 

memorandums to the British authority, using discussions and many others. 

3. This method of struggle was called Ghandism and India relied on this 

method until it attained its Independence in 1947. India’s idea of using 

peaceful means to get Independence was copied by a number of African 

countries during their Independence struggle. In Gold Coast Kwame 

Nkrumah formed C.P.P (Convection Peoples Party) of Ghandi. The followers 

of CPP in Gold Coast adopted the I.C.P. 

4. Mwalimm Julius Nyerere of Tanzania a strong catholic also admired the 

method of Ghandi of peaceful means. He committed the people of Tanzania 

to a peaceful Independence struggle to avoid the violence like that of the 

Maji Maji of 1905-1907 that left the majority of Tanganyika people dead. 

5. Another African Nationalist who followed Ghandi’s peaceful method of 

resistance was Kenneth Kamnada of Zambia. Kande was a leader of United 

Independence party and made it peaceful as a means of getting Independence 

from Britain in 1964. 

6. Peaceful resistance was also copied by the people of South Africa. Ghandi 

himself came to South Africa in the 20th Century and tried his Non-Violence 

approach in fighting against apartheid. In South Africa there was a large 

population of Indians and they adopted Ghandis tactics. The ANC which was 

formed in 1912 (Oldest political party in S. Africa) used Ghandis method  on 

Non-violence up to 1960 to challenge Apartheid but having realized that 

peaceful resistance was not bearing any fruit, they changed to violent means. 



7. When India gained Independence in 1947, it joined the United Nations.   

India became a leader of weak states within the United Nations. Acting 

within U.N.O as a leader of the weak states, India called for a speedy 

decolonization of African countries which were still under foreign rule. 

8. The Indian support for African struggle for Independence made Africans feel 

that they were not alone in their demand for freedom. India opened her 

Universities and higher Institutions of learning to African students. The 

education scholarships provided by India to Africa   was meant to widen and 

sharpen their political outlook. Unlike the Europeans who were despising the 

Africans as being an inferior race, India did not despite the Africans. 

9. Both Indians and Africans were colonized by Europeans and suffered the 

same fate. The Indian Prime Minister Jawelheral Nehru stopped the showing 

of films in India which portrayed whites as superior people. India helped to 

restore black respect and dignity. 

10. In 1960, Indian Prime Minister Nehru used violence to remove the last base 

of the Portuguese from Goa. After successfully emoting the Portuguese, 

Nehru appealed to Africans to use violence in their Independence struggle in 

Angola, Zimbabwe and Mozambique. Furthermore, Nehru asked the  Indian  

population in Kenya there were many Indians just like South Africa and 

Nehru looked at Kenyatta as a man who could bring  racial harmony, 

reconciliation and one race in Kenya. 

11. India was one of the founders of the No-aligned movement (N.A.M) at 

banding in Indonesia in 1955. Many African Countries have since then 

adopted the policy of N.A.M realizing the danger of cold war politics, Nehru 

of India and Surkamo of Indonesia called upon Nationalists from Asia, 

Africa and Middle East to meet at bandung and discuss the way forward. 

They adopted the Idea of non- alignment where they chose to be neither pro 

USA nor Pro U.S.S.R. This worried the super powers who wished to support 



decolonization in Africa so as to get supporters of their ideologies. The 

Bandung conference was therefore a big step in the Afro-Asian solidarity. 

12. Mahatima Ghandi of India preached against colonialism using the Bible. He 

used the same to call for racial equality and an end to oppression. This 

inspired the clergy in Africa to use the churches and their positions to 

decampaign colonialism e.g. Bishop Desmond Tutu of South Africa and 

Kenneth Kanda of Zambia preached that colonialism was incompatible with 

Christianity. 

13. The struggle for Indies Independence 1919-1947 accompanied by the long 

but successful Vietnamese guerrilla war in Indo-China led to a high degree of 

patience and hope amongst African Nationalists. It was a 28 year struggle for 

India’s Independence and Nationalists came to learn the value of patience in 

Nationalistic struggle hence most of the liberation movements especially in 

Portuguese colonies took several years. 

14. Mahatima Ghandi condemned European colonialism in Asia and Africa 

through literature for example newsletters such as the ‘green pamphlet’ of 

Mahatima Ghandi. It shed much light on the evil of racial discrimination in 

South Africa. This aroused indignation among Africans to continue 

demanding for Independence through determination. After Independence, 

Nehru gave a speech in which he declared that he would help Africans 

achieve their Independence using all means and resources at India’s disposal. 

15. After acquiring Independence, Asian countries extended scholarship to 

various African academicians who went to study in Asian Universities 

especially in India.   These include Manjanje Nkanji, John Kakonge, Bidandi 

Ssali, Kintu Musoke and Kirunda Kivenjinje all from Uganda. The education 

widened their nationalistic outlook and on return to Africa, they played 

leading roles in the nationalistic struggles. 

16. After India’s Independence, India used the common Wealth conference 

India’s Prime Minister Nehru asserted that Britain should pay compensation 



for the long time exploitation of colonies. This utterance stirred Africans to 

hate the British colonial rule and hence they took anti-colonial action. India 

always used the common Wealth to decampaign colonialism. 

 

OTHER ASIAN STATES: 

JAPAN 

Due to the fact that Japan was not colonized by any country, Japan started to 

develop her economy to such an extent that it became a prosperous country, 

Japan also defeated several imperialism powers like Russia in the Russo-

Japanese war in 1905; it also defeated USA in South Pacific in 1941. Britain 

and France were also defeated by Japan during the Second World War in 

South East Asia. Japanese successes in these wars inspired many Africans to 

Struggle and get their Independence. 

In the 1950s and 60s, the African elites dreamt of getting Independence from 

Europeans and to carryout economic development just like they had seen 

Japan do. The defeat Japan had inflicted on the great powers indicated to 

Africans that even Europeans could be defeated. It encouraged the Africans 

to even fight more to win their freedom. The Japanese defeat of Britain and 

France in the World War II led to loss of respect among African states to the 

European powers. 

Even Japan promoted African Nationalism through provision of economic 

aid in form of money and technical personnel to some African countries to 

struggle against imperialism. 

Japan linked her economic prosperity to absence of colonialism. In the 1860s 

Japan had pushed off colonialists since then, she had developed into  an 

economically and technologically strong state. She developed using her 

locally available resources without the support from European countries or 

colonialists. Africans felt challenged by Japanese modern economy and 



linked economic backwardness in Africa to the presence of colonialists. This 

inspired nationalistic feelings. 

VIETNAM. 

This was a French colony but as soon as the World War II ended, France 

found herself in a very dangerous war with the Vietnamese. The people of 

Vietnam needed Independence. So in 1947 the Vietnamese Communists led 

by Ho-Unimini started a long war against the French Imperialists. France 

which had many colonies in Africa started to recruit African soldiers to go 

and help her in Vietnam. Among the notable soldiers were Ahmed Ben Belle 

of Algeria and Jean Bukasse of Central African Republic. Despite African 

support for the French, the Vietnamese won the war. Vietnamese therefore 

started informing Africans about the benefit of Independence. However, Ben 

Bella learnt practical lessons that the French were defeat able and that 

Independence was to be won through blood Sacrifice. On his return to 

Algeria he militanised nationalism in his country, hence making the FLN 

(Front Liberation ale Nation ale) achieve Algerian Independence through 

war from 1954 till 1967 when he defeated the French. 

Ben Bella had copied the guerilla war tactic from Vietnamese. Other 

Africans who followed the Vietnamese style of fighting were the liberation 

movements in Mozambique, Angola and South Africa. They had learnt that if 

they launched a long guerilla war against their oppressors, they would 

succeed. 

CHINA 

Up to 1949 China was being controlled by Chiang Keishek whose support 

came from the Western capitalists like the USA but Mac TseTung mobilissed 

his fellow communist behaviors and fought along guerilla war against the 

Kaumitung forces led by Chiang Keishek. It led to the defeat of Chiang in 

1949. Mao then planted into   China Communism. He started thinking of 



exporting the Chinese type of Communism to Africa and other parts of the 

World. 

By 1949, much of Africa was still under European rule and Capitalistic 

ideologies. In order therefore to make communism acceptable among the 

Africans, China started to support anti capitalist Struggles in Africa to enable 

them open space for Chinese penetration.  China gave economic Aid and 

technical assistance to Africa to attract the attention of African people for 

example after Tanzania gaining Independence, the Chinese offered to build 

the Tanzam Railway. 

The Chinese built many stadiums in Africa to boost sports i.e. in Mali 

Zimbabwe, Uganda recently. The Chinese also offered to train guerilla 

soldiers fighting for Independence e.g. they trained and equipped Z.A.N.U in 

Zimbabwe, ANC in South Africa. 

China was also seen as a patron to some African Nationalists such as sector 

Senghor of French Guinea, Nkrumah of Ghana and Nyerere of Tanganyika. 

Those Africans went to China for guidance and carrier and they were 

communists ideologically. 

INDONESIA 

Indonesia was being ruled by the Dutch but did not want to grant 

Independence top the people of Indonesia to use   force against the Dutch 

hence getting their Independence in 1949. 

 Indonesia’s use of force to gain their freedom taught the Africans that it was 

ideal to use force and not only that but also after gaining Independence  

Indonesia became a member of the N.A.M which United the newly 

Independent states to demand for speedy decolonization of Africa. 

THE BANDUNG CONFERENCE 1955. 

Bandung is a city in Indonesia. In 1955, Asian countries and some African 

countries which were already Independent met at Bandung. African delegates 



were Egypt, Sudan, and Liberia. These were already Independent states by 

1955. The conference was called for two main reasons; 

First, to reduce World conflicts that were being caused due to competition 

led by USA and USSR whereby the two wanted to spread their policies. The 

events resulted into a conflict between capitalism and communism. In the 

process USA and USSR wanted to spread their Ideologies but not want to be 

involved. Therefore they met at Bandung in 1955 to find ways of staying out 

of these conflicts to avoid being messed up. 

Secondly, All the Asian countries were Independent but the majority of 

African states were still under colonialism. So the Asian states realized that it 

was their duty to work out a solution to help those still under colonialism get 

their Independence. The Asian countries were interested in decolonization 

because they had also suffered exploitation from Europeans. Hence in its 

attempt to fulfill its objectives, the Bandung conference adopted the N.A.M. 

N.A.M was an organization of under developed countries from Africa, Asia, 

latin America meant to make a third/ strong block in World affairs. Thus 

N.A.M became an association of Neutral Countries in the ongoing cold war 

politics. The participants at Bandung agreed to support African Independence 

struggles as demanded by the UN charter. This made African Nationalists to 

feel less afraid in their struggle for Independence. The backing the Africans 

got worked hand in hand with other factors to make Africans more 

Nationalistic. The conference therefore led to solidarity between Africa and 

Asia (Afro-Asian Solidarity) Africans got united with Asians in their struggle 

to win their human dignity and freedom. 

Therefore, the Bandung conference was a very strong and important meeting  

 

 

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


